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"CAN WE START THE WORK OF
HONESTLY SAYING, I'M SORRY?"

PG. 17

I won’t lie: I get kind of testy around
deadline. To everyone who suffers in
my wake during this time, all apologies.
It’s always a challenge the last week
of a good month, and this past August
was not a good month. We had some
shakeups behind the scenes here in
ANTIGRAVITY land. Some of it was
planned (as you’ll see from a few fresh
design and editorial tweaks going
forward), and some of it unplanned.
This publishing business, as I’ve
remarked in the past, is a full contact
sport. I’m pretty sure I’ve exhibited
unsportsmanlike conduct more than
a few times over the course of putting
out this magazine (and sorry, too,
for the sports metaphor). Of course,

more importantly, the news from
Houston and southeast Texas has been
heartbreaking and uncomfortably
familiar, as it reverberates against
another Katrinaversary and the
recent flooding we had right here in
New Orleans. These are not carefree
summer days. So, to anyone who I was
maybe a little short with or who, god
forbid, got an email from me before that
first coffee of the day—sorry about that,
as well. As the kids like to say, “Dan: do
better.”
Even with all of the oppressive news
cascading down minute-by-minute
now, I hope you find some respite in
the pages of this month’s issue. There’s

a lot to celebrate, from the spirit and
fire of the Downtown Boys, to the deep
psychic dives of Mondo Bizarro, or the
bucolic thrills of birding. And of course
there are quite a few other diversions to
keep your mind off our turbulent Gulf.
Like the Soul Queen of New Orleans,
Irma Thomas, has sung, “I Haven’t Got
Time to Cry.” —Dan Fox
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CAKE
Ace Hotel New Orleans presents

All Labor Day Weekend Long
Aug 30–Sep 4

Dance until dawn,
book with room code
CAKE for a decadent deal

Horse Meat Disco
JD Samson & Christeene
Moonshine Taste: A POC Cabaret
Séancé V.3 with Jasmine Infiniti
and many more
acehotel.com/cake2017 threekeysnola.com
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STAR HUSTLER
by

CHRISTINA IGOE @iamastrology

Last July, writer-activist-healer Adrienne Maree Brown wrote, “Things are not
getting worse; they are getting uncovered. We must hold each other tight and
continue to pull back the veil.” This quote has been in heavy rotation ever since, used
in response to all kinds of hard realities in the last year or so. On the 6th of September,
there is a full moon in Pisces, which is also where Neptune and Chiron are currently
camped out. When these three emotional powerhouses come together in the sign of
exceptionally deep emotional space, the veil will be lifted—whether you like it or not.
Worldwide and collectively, we will be facing some truths that are much harsher
than we would ever imagine. The reality is that in darkness, there is sometimes bad
energy. You have to bring it to the surface to know what to heal, what to fight, and
what to pray about. Ultimately, the goal with Pisces is peace, understanding, unity,
and emotional oneness. This is not anywhere near where the world actually is, and in
lifting this veil, we need to hold on to each other. Do not let your people be swallowed
by the waves of reality that will come this month.
On a personal note, this is a good time to connect with these themes. Are you creating
an environment that is peaceful for the people closest to you? Are you looking deeply
at yourself and the paths you have chosen? Are you comfortable with every emotional
reality being brought to the surface? Our emotional experiences are vast—in internal
combat with ourselves we have to be brave, take time, and be gentle. It does not make
sense to go to war with our brains to make peace for our hearts. Understand how hard
it is to be a human, accept your truths, and remember that everyone else is trying
to do the same. Identity, race, gender, sexuality, location, dreams, fears: all of these
things are complex and constantly evolving. This is the time to flip over your fears
and inspect them. Challenge your feelings of hatred or exclusion. Reconnect with your
faith in a god, or even just humanity. You’re going to have to dive in and swim around
in these feelings this month. We cannot tread water in the ocean.
Like in August, Mars will be in a trine to Uranus from the 1st to the 6th of
September. This energy is volatile and easily angered, which in general creates
disconnect and a universal feeling of everyone throwing a temper tantrum. This is
also a good time for actual change, new ideas, and new tactics. There is a potential
to electrify our movements, to breathe new life into wars we have waged for years,
and change some outcomes.
The Sun is trine Pluto from the 5th to the 13th, which is an exceptionally
transformative time, especially for Earth Signs (Capricorn, Taurus, and Virgo). If
you want real change to happen in your life, this is the stretch of time to get these
things going. If you want real change on a grander scale, this is when to make your
move, or make it known.

ARIES
Sometimes, you flirt with the idea
of forever. It is an attractive gem for
you; in fact, it is almost laughable that
something would grow and change
and shine so much that you would stay
with it for the rest of your life. This
month, consider your longest jobs and
relationships. Why did they hold you?
The full moon on the 6th asks that you
consider spaces in your life that are
deeply emotionally impactful. Since
the theme of this month is forever,
contemplate what you have carried
with you emotionally for as long as you
can remember—any emotion. When
Venus moves into your house of daily
living on the 21st, you get a boost.
Sometimes, even in times where we
are pondering forever, having a daily
reminder of love and fun can be just the
lightness we need.
TAURUS
If you need any reason at all to
camp out at home and become fully
immersed in something you are
making, this month brings it. Mercury
is retrograde in your house of creativity,
illustrations KALLIE
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which adds a special kind of tornado
to your chill vibes. This energy is
best used in creating space that feels
truly emotionally safe and calming:
making works, having conversations
that cover every topic, and emotional
breakthroughs. During this time, you
may have a little money surprise of
some sort; but focusing on making and
relaxing enough to put your comfort
first is the name of the game. The new
moon on the 20th will bring about some
changes in what you will put up with.
A renewed sense of purpose is sure to
follow, if you allow it to.
GEMINI
Sometimes, the best way to heal feelings
from your childhood is to talk them out
with a person who was there and hear
their end of events. This month, there
is a special energy being put toward
your memories of childhood and family,
especially if you have siblings. As a
gatherer of information, it might not
surprise you that the way you remember
something might not be exactly as it
happened. Exchange stories. Show some
appreciation to the people who helped
raise you by being next to you under the
same roof for all those years. When Mars
moves into your house of home on the
6th, it is really going to become clear

what home means to you. The people
who created a lot of those feelings are
the people you saw most growing up.
Connect with them.
CANCER
Cancer’s relationship with money
really varies from person to person.
Sometimes, when a Cancer doesn’t
have money growing up, they are
incredible at keeping it when they
are older because it makes them feel
more in control. The absolute opposite
can also be true. This month, money
becomes a central consideration from
the 1st to the 4th. Setting your eyes on
a new job, savings, or paying off debt
to free yourself from the emotional
weight of it are all good. There is also a
boost in knowledge this month: if you
are in school or considering school, this
is a good time to absorb information
quickly, or start a new path in your
study. Keep your options and eyes open.
On the 6th, the full moon will bring an
anchor of emotional reality to your life
that you have been missing. Get ready
to let go of some feelings.
LEO
Coming off of last month’s eclipses (the
big solar eclipse that just happened was
preceded by a lunar eclipse two weeks
before), you have Venus in your sign
this month until the 20th. Eclipses
bring a lot of change, and Venus is there
to cushion the bumps and bruises that
can happen along the way. The full
moon on the 6th helps you understand
emotionally just which moves you need
to make. This is also a good time to
understand who you may have picked
up this year who doesn’t deserve your
time and energy. Pay close attention

to where your life is this month on
the 20th and 21st: there is new energy
coming for you, new opportunities, and
new attention. Some of these things
may be a little too good to be true, so
keeping on your toes is important. On
the 23rd, when the sun enters your
house of learning, putting your energy
into a new pursuit will really pay off.
VIRGO
As you know, your well-being is a
constant effort. You are aware of your
physicality, but as a special birthday
gift to you, Virgo, this month is full of
health benefits and lessons. From the
1st to the 5th, Mercury is retrograde
in your house of spirituality. This is a
good time to connect spiritually. If you
have rituals around spirituality, get into
them. If you don’t, your sign thrives in
guided exercise and time outside, so get
into those. On the 6th, there is a dose
of reality in your lifelong relationships
and investments. Check in with longterm goals, partners, and savings
accounts. Start a retirement account.
On the 6th, Mars also enters your sign,
which brings new energy to everything
you do. This month is also the final full
month that Jupiter is in your house of
money and personal understanding, so
bending and blending lines in your own
personal rules will not feel as bad.
LIBRA
This is the last full month with Jupiter
in your sign—a perfect time to think
about how and where you have grown.
At the beginning of a Jupiter transit
to the sun, often there are feelings
of wanting a different life. When you
think about your life this month versus
exactly how it was a year ago, are you

out of a rut. And while sometimes a
shakeup is uncomfortable, there are
plenty of fun and worthwhile things
coming down the pike. While you might
not know exactly what is coming for
you, keeping your head up and telling
your truths will set you free.

happy with the ways it has grown? Are
there things you have been putting off,
money you have been saving, things
you’ve meant to say? Do it now! This
is the time—there is still a lot of light
left in this transit. The 6th brings a
special brightness to your work life:
something to consider is whether
you feel emotionally fulfilled in your
work. When the sun enters your sign
on the 23rd, pay close attention to
feelings of pride, happiness, and luck.
If these feelings are not present, this is
a good time to find them or change the
necessary parts of your life to be your
best self.

AQUARIUS
There will be days in your life when
you wake up and feel like you want
everything to change. The first
four days of this month are about
recognizing what you need to be
different. The problem is, these
messages will come to every Aquarius
differently. It could be through your
dreams, through a fairly normal
experience, or through one fiery
meltdown too many. When Mercury
goes direct on the 5th, followed by
the full moon on the 6th, you will feel
a whole wave of change taking shape
in your life. We are also in the final
month of Jupiter in your house of
adventure and self-teaching. Dedicate
this month to self-improvement and
travel, and these feelings will not be in
such sharp focus afterwards.

SCORPIO
It is not unlike Scorpio to have a little
bit of tunnel vision. Sometimes, there
is something to devote your every
breath to. Creating community is at the
forefront of what you should be focused
on this month, since the world cracks
wide open and a flood of humans want
you. Reaching out and telling people
how you need them will be very helpful
to feel productive with all these people
around. The new moon on the 20th
(in conjunction with Venus moving
into your house of community on the
21st) will be an especially good time
to start a group project or reconnect
with a community from which you have
disconnected. When the sun moves into
your house of spirituality on the 23rd,
you may want to be alone and absorbed
in what you are a part of. This is an
OK outcome for a couple days, but it is
highly recommended you get back out
there after a moment of quiet.
SAGITTARIUS
As your best self you are free. Even
when you are connected in love or
work, the freedom to create, to exist, to
feel complete is possible. The fierceness
you hold your freedom with also needs
to be upheld for the people you are
close to, and the people you are next
to. Your friends and family are feeling
inspired and brave, but what about
your neighbors? On the 6th, devote
thought, meditation, or prayer to this
idea. How can you, mighty Sagittarius,
be more responsible for the Earth as
your (and everyone else’s) home? When
Venus enters your house of public

PISCES

THIS IS THE TIME TO FLIP OVER
YOUR FEARS AND INSPECT THEM.
CHALLENGE YOUR FEELINGS
OF HATRED OR EXCLUSION.
RECONNECT WITH YOUR FAITH IN
A GOD, OR EVEN JUST HUMANITY.
affairs on the 21st, don’t be surprised
when people come to you for answers.
Discomfort can be unknown adventure.
Just try it.
CAPRICORN
Is there a secret you have been
keeping? Are you waiting for exactly
the right time to tell the people you

know, or even yourself? Truths will
come out this month, and they will
be emotional and intense. Challenge
yourself to be honest, vulnerable, and
ask questions. When Mercury moves
into your house of higher learning on
the 11th, you may have a strong urge to
learn something new. As long as this
can be done at your pace, get into it.
This month, you are meant to break

With the sun in opposition to your sign,
it is time for a little bit of a personal
challenge. There are feelings stuffed so
far down that when you try to access
them, you have to relearn that you even
have them. It is understandable that
you don’t want these things to surface,
but if you never look at them closely,
they will never change. The beginning
of this month is an especially crucial
time to make some big changes that
have been on your mind for a while. The
full moon on the 6th also packs a punch
of weirdness that will bring the bravery
and spark needed to move through
some of these things. On the 21st, Venus
enters Virgo, which also opposes your
sign. Your romantic relationships
during this time will be better defined
and ready for movement of some sort.
Empower yourself in romance, whether
you are attached or not. Letting
everyone know what you want is key.
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GASA GASA SEPTEMBER 2017
9/2 – Quintessential Octopus + Marine + Particle Devotion + Food Group – 9pm

9/17 – The Bowery Presents: Frankie Rose + Suburban Living + Lawn – 9pm

9/3 – Me and the Aral Sea + Melon Kids + AR Plovnick –9pm

9/18 – Sleeping Lessons + Dusty Tupelo + Gools – 8pm

9/6 – Think No Think + Bahamacide + Jack and the Jackrabbits – 10pm

9/22 – Dave Jordan and the NIA + Roadside Glory + Paw Paw’s Medicine Cabinet – 9pm

9/7 – The Bowery Presents: Downtown Boys + Special Interest – 9pm

9/23 – WEARHAUS– 10pm

9/9 – Paul Sanchez + Bob and the Thunder – 10pm

9/25 – Madeline Kenney + Julie Odell + New Holland – 9pm

9/14 – The Bowery Presents: Drab Majesty + Pyramid Club – 9pm

9/27 – The Bowery Presents: Zola Jesus + John Wiese – 9pm

9/15– Dead Leaf Echo + U.S. Nero + Jack and the Jackrabbits + Norco Lapalco – 10pm

9/28 – Aaron Cohen Band (album release show) + Organized Crime - 9pm

9/16 – Dent May + Video Age + Sexy Dex and the Fresh - 10pm

9/30 – The Bowery Presents: Big Ups + Hound – 10pm

located: 4920 Freret St. in Uptown New Orleans
hours: Tuesday-Sunday | 12pm to late
Happy Hour specials all day, every day
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REALITY BITES
by

YVETTE REGRETS yvette@antigravitymagazine.com

FAST FOOD FACE OFF: CHEESEBURGER & FRIES EDITION
I love trashy junk food, but which one is the best? To find out, I decided to do the
ultimate fast food face off, cheeseburger-and-fries style. Who will emerge the
victor? Note: I know that some fast food chains will allow you to have things “your
way,” or make changes/additions. For the purpose of this investigation, I ate these
cheeseburgers however they come standard.

HEAVY HITTERS:
McDONALD’S VS. BURGER KING
MCDONALD’S
I have a long and storied history with
McDonald’s, so I knew what to expect
with this one: the basic cheeseburger
comes with chopped up onions, pickles,
ketchup, and a very sweet bun. Indeed,
this was the sweetest burger I had
anywhere—it’s like dessert with a thin
strip of meat. After eating at seven other
spots, I would venture to say that their
cheeseburger tastes literally nothing
like a cheeseburger per se, but it’s still
oddly and extremely comforting. One
bite and I’m sucked through a portal into
the past: I’m four years old, cuddling a
Hamburglar doll, about to have a slice
of Grimace birthday cake. McDonald’s
really banks on our own collective
familiarity with their product. I can’t
imagine trying this for the first time as
an adult and enjoying it. It’s just kind
of odd. But as an adult who has been
eating these things for three decades,
I still like it. The fries—when hot—are
excellent, but total garbage after about
ten minutes. Why?
BURGER KING
As you may have surmised from my
screed above, my family was a strict
McDonald’s family. We never ate Burger
King, and as an adult, I haven’t really
strayed from that. I was pleased to see
this burger came with a sesame seed
bun—fancy! It also came with ketchup,
mustard, and pickles, which is good
because I’m not an onion person,
necessarily. I understand their purpose
in cooked dishes, but I’m not one to put
raw onions in a salad randomly. Anyway,
this burger tasted way more like an actual
burger than McDonald’s. Is that "flame
broiled" claim true? I don’t know. The
fries are rectangular tubes, which is such
a weird shape. They were OK, but no
match for the (admittedly temporallydependant) majesty of McDonald’s fries.
I’m kind of torn about the King; they
lack the nostalgia factor for me, but their
burger was undeniably superior (if you’re
looking for an actual burger).
Winner: Burger King (but let’s be real,
I’m never going there)
SECOND STRING:
WENDY’S VS. RALLY’S
WENDY’S
Wendy’s has an intriguing menu,
and one that makes me suspicious
illustration BEN CLAASSEN III
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that burgers are not their focus. This
suspicion was borne out by my tasting,
because the cheeseburger was very dry
and the bun was tough. It came with
pickles, red onions, and ketchup, but
none of that helped. This was easily the
worst burger I had anywhere. The fries

didn’t taste fresh, necessarily, but it did
taste just fine. The fries, as per usual,
were excellent. What is that seasoning
they use? So good.
Winner: Rally’s
FAST YET FANCY:
ATOMIC BURGER VS. FIVE GUYS
ATOMIC BURGER
Atomic Burger is a relative newcomer
to the game and I was excited to see
how they’d fare. Their cheeseburger
comes with pickles, tomato, onion,
lettuce, mustard, and mayonnaise.
Lettuce! Who knew it was such a
rarity in the burger world? Anyway,
this burger was very good. It was well
seasoned and the bun tasted fresh,
as did the lettuce, onion, and tomato.
I ended up picking off most of the
onion, as there was quite a lot, but
this was a seriously good burger. It
definitely tastes like it came from an

heart, so I decided to give them another
shot. And this time, I thought it was
OK. It isn’t the best burger, but it’s
not bad. Their standard toppings are
mayonnaise, lettuce, pickles, tomatoes,
grilled onions, grilled mushrooms,
ketchup, and mustard. In my opinion,
that’s just too much! The grilled onions
and grilled mushrooms just made the
bottom of the sesame seed bun soggy,
and the whole thing fell apart about
three quarters of the way through.
The meat was completely unseasoned,
which at this point, I’m no longer
surprised by. The fries were very greasy,
but also better than most, so I can’t
complain. I’m sort of torn because Five
Guys did taste quite fresh and really, it’s
a fine burger—but I just didn’t love it
and I’m not sure why.
Winner: Atomic Burger
LOCAL LEGENDS SMACKDOWN:
LEE’S VS. BUD’S BROILER
LEE’S HAMBURGERS
Lee’s is one of those local institutions
that I’d never been to before or really
even had any interest in. Well, you
know what? I was wrong, because this
was awesome. Their cheeseburger came
with lettuce, mustard, ketchup, mayo,
shredded cheese (WHAAAAA???), and
onions grilled into the meat. This was
definitely the most homemade-tasting
burger I’d tried anywhere, and I’d guess
it’s because of the onions in the meat
(which is how burgers were made at
my house growing up). The fries were
bleh. Also, the cashier pressured me
into getting a large fry, even though I’d
ordered the small (hey, I was about to
drive to another place and eat another
burger and fries, so I was trying to be
conservative!) And yeah, I didn’t need
the large.

BUD'S BROILER IS DEFINITELY THE CLOSEST
THING YOU’RE GOING TO FIND TO A “MADE
BY YOUR UNCLE WHO ALWAYS WEARS WHITE
SNEAKERS WITH SOCKS” BURGER
were also a letdown. How do they go into
the bag soggy?! No thanks, Wendy. Never
again—well, unless I want a Frosty,
because those are always delicious.
RALLY’S
Rally’s is known for having the best fries
in the fast food game, but I wasn’t sure
if their burger would be able to hold its
own. Well, it does! Their cheeseburger
comes with lettuce, tomato, pickles,
red onion, ketchup, mustard, and
mayonnaise. The meat on this one is
actually seasoned—it tastes like salt and
meat, instead of just meat—and it’s nice
to see lettuce on a drive-thru burger. It

actual restaurant, which is something
I didn’t really think about before
doing this investigation. It’s a legit
delicious, fancy-tasting burger. The
fries, however, were soggy right out
of the gate, and way too big, which is
disappointing. Not even the garlic aioli
dipping sauce could help.
FIVE GUYS
Y’all, people really love Five Guys. I
remember how totally stoked folks
were when they announced they were
opening one here. I went back then,
and I was like, “Ehhh, I don’t know.”
But I have an open mind and an open

BUD’S BROILER
One of my old bosses years ago would
go to Bud’s literally every day for lunch,
so the first burger I ever had from them
was at a work function. I remembered
liking it, but couldn’t really remember
much else. Their burger comes with
onion, mustard, a little too much
mayo, and shredded cheese (is this a
local thing I just never knew about?)
First things first: this burger is smoky!
It’s definitely the closest thing you’re
going to find to a “made by your uncle
who always wears white sneakers with
socks” burger, without actually having
to go to your family reunion in City
Park. There was definitely too much
mayonnaise for my taste, but since I
know that, I can just tell them to hold
off on that in the future. And while I
definitely applaud Lee’s for the addition
of lettuce, something about the “your
dad made this on the grill” taste of this
burger makes Bud’s absence of lettuce
make sense. Also, the music at Bud’s
was excellent, assuming you’re a fan of
those Lowrider Oldies compilations.
The fries were very tubular, but not the
most delicious, sadly.
Winner: TIE! These are both really good.

SPICY THAI TREATS

TASTY TIKI COCKTAILS
a Broad Street collaboration
TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 19th
DINNER 5:30-10
320 S BROAD STREET

see website or call for details
marjiesgrill.com
603-2234
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JUAN'S FLYING BURRITO
We Got Your Football Season Specials

Superdome Nachos
Buffalo Chicken Tacos
Black and Gold Burrito
The Gleason Enchiladas
&

WE
ARE
ALL
JUAN!

The Fleur de Lis Margarita
Our Finest Private Label
Gold Patron Reposado
Bourbon Barrel Aged Tequila
with Cointreau and Lime

CBD-515 Baronne 529.5825
Mid-City-4724 Carrollton 486.9950
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LGD-2018 Magazine 569.0000
Uptown-5538 Magazine 897.4800

DIRT NERD
by

IAN WILLSON ian@southboundgardens.com

SOW WHAT YOU REAP
I envision the natural succession of
the food grower to consist of four
progressive steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Plant plants and grow them
successfully.
Plant seeds and grow them
successfully.
Collect seeds from your plants and
grow them successfully.
Breed seeds from your plants
and create new plant varieties
successfully.

seeds may be white or black when they
are ready to harvest, so you can’t depend
on color necessarily to determine their
maturity. I gauge the seed’s preparedness
with the relative squishiness of the tiny
artichoke. If it feels squishy and alive,
the seeds are probably immature. If
it’s somewhat dry and you can feel the
individual seeds grinding against one
another when you pinch, you’re good to
go. It’s tricky, because if you wait too long
the seed pods will release the seeds into
the ground and you’ve lost your chance.
Don’t do that.

FRUITS
As for fruits, which are literally defined
as: “The sweet and fleshy product of
a tree or other plant that contains
seed and can be eaten as food,” seed
collection can vary greatly from plant
to plant, so I’m not going to break
it down so much here. To clarify for
those of you who refuse to accept that
most vegetables are actually fruits,
most vegetables are fruits. Tomatoes,
peppers, cucumbers, zucchini—they’re
all fruits. If they have seeds in them,
they are fruits and your food pyramid
seven serving fake news propaganda
can heck itself right off.
The main things you need to consider
when collecting seeds from fruit are
the fruits’ maturity and the dryness of
the seed. You want your fruits to be as

As with most plant-tending life, the
hardest part of collecting seed is
exercising patience. Plants, especially
leafy green sorts of plants, often don’t
produce seed until well after they
have finished producing viable human
food. Once a plant has collected all
the energy it needs to reproduce over
a period of months vis-a-vis its large,
delectable, and highly nutritious
leaves, it stops producing said leaves
and what’s left of them turns bitter and
largely inedible. The plant will proceed
to bolt, shooting stalks super high up,
then producing flowers. In some cases,
these flowers are edible and beautiful
(for example, mustard greens and
arugula); but in other cases, as with
lettuce and radicchio, the flowers are
really disgusting to the mouth and
unexceptional to the eye.
At this point your plants are no longer
viable food sources. Still, you will have
to wait another month or two before
you have viable seeds to collect, and
this can be a problem for many growers.
The typical garden-making routine for
many of us is to put everything in the
ground once a season and then take
everything out of it at the beginning
of the next season to start with a fresh
palate and renewed hopes, dreams,
and garden layouts. If you are trying to
collect seed, you will have to graduate
from this method of gardening to a
more nuanced and interspecies spacesharing sort of approach.
The good news about leafy green seed
collection is that once seeds have been
produced, they are super easy to collect
in droves and store for future planting.
To that end, here is a functional “what’s
what” and “how-to” of a select few greens:
LETTUCE
Once lettuce has bolted, it takes an extra
long time to create viable seed. Postflower, you will see tons of teeny tiny
artichoke-looking things at the tops of
your plant, with little hairy tufts poking
out of the tops. Those hairy tufts are
connected to seed, and each of those
artichokes have a hunk of seeds in them.
Depending on the variety of lettuce, the
illustration MELISSA GUION

Many herbs only produce flowers every
few years, and only when they decide
conditions are right, usually when
they are stressed out and thinking
they might be about to die. Most root
vegetables act similarly to greens in
terms of bolting; they also become
inedible, first producing flowers,
then producing obvious and easily
collectible seed.
***
One thing you need to look out for is
hybrid seed varieties. A hybrid seed will
say F1 on the packet next to the variety
name. Without going deep into the
differences between heirlooms, hybrids,
GMOs, and plain old varieties of plants,
the short version is hybrid plants are not
crazy genetic monsters, but their babies
will come out looking nothing like
their mamas. Also, don’t worry about
buying GMO seeds, they are not readily
available to you, the small scale gardener
(if that is your real name).
Collecting seed from your plants
so that you can replant new plants
your darn self from scratch can seem
pointlessly artisanal and exceptionally
not worth the work or the wait. Seed
packets are pretty cheap and easy
to find, so why do the work? Mostly
because with every generation of seed
you collect, you are making a stronger
strain that is infinitely more adapted
to our unique climate, ecosystem, and
palate. Seed collected from plants that
have survived drought, flood, insects,
disease, heat, repeat harvests, and
whatever other hells we have thrust
upon them will make plants that are
better adapted to all this calamity. And
if they survive, their children will be
even stronger. This is literally how all
of the vegetables that you’ve ever eaten
have come to exist.

WITH EVERY GENERATION OF SEED
YOU COLLECT, YOU ARE MAKING A
STRONGER STRAIN THAT IS INFINITELY
MORE ADAPTED TO OUR UNIQUE
CLIMATE, ECOSYSTEM, AND PALATE
BRASSICAE / ARUGULA
Mustard, kale, collards, arugula,
broccoli, cauliflower, and so on are all
pretty easy to harvest seed from. After
they have sent out flowers, green seed
pods that look like tiny snow peas will
form along the plant’s stalks, and these
will have seed inside them. The seed is
ready when it has turned black, or when
the tiny snow peas have turned brown.
In terms of patience, if you are trying
to collect kale seed, you must exercise
your patience muscles with extra
fortitude, as most varieties take two
years to produce seed.
Once you’ve collected these seeds, just
keep them dry and cold in a fridge or
freezer and they’ll be good to plant for at
least a year, and really more like three.

mature as possible before harvesting
their seed, like nearly to the point of
rotting if you can help it, so that you can
get the most developed and ready-toplant seed out of them. You also want
your seed to be dry before you store it,
so in the case of tomatoes or mangoes
for example, you’ll need to wash off all
the weird goopy membrane stuff off the
seeds and then let them dry off before
storing them. Otherwise you’ll end up
with moldy and unviable seed when you
are ready to plant.
HERBS & ROOTS
Herbs and root vegetables vary a
lot in terms of timing, seed size,
and frequency of production or
reproduction. As a general rule, when
they produce flowers, seeds will follow.

Agriculture is a powerful weapon.
As long as we’ve had a history, we’ve
been collecting seeds from our
favorite plants and planting them to
make better versions of said plants. I
don’t want to get overly mired in the
muddy banks of humanity’s historic
relationship to nature, but in collecting
seed from your plants and planting
them again, you are very actively
participating in the process that has
brought human civilization to its
present vertigo-inducing, maybe notso-great height.
Agriculture is a powerful tool. Here
in New Orleans specifically, if you are
collecting seed for a few generations,
you may actually be saving the world.
Given the present and inevitable
climatic shifts we are facing now
(largely because many thousands of
years ago we began breeding plants
by collecting seed), the plants that
are presently adapted specifically to
our exceptionally humid sub-tropical
climate might be the plants that grow
best around the world before too long,
because a lot of presently temperate
zones will probably look a lot more
like ours in the not-very-distant-atall future. You can be a hero. Save the
seeds, save the world.
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WRITING FOR TWO
by

ERIN HALL erinhall84@gmail.com

SIZE MATTERS
I’ve never been a small girl. Unless
you count literal infancy through
age six or so. Otherwise, I’ve always
been taller, broader, and just plain
bigger than nearly every girl I know
(and many of the boys too). I come
from hearty country stock and I got
most of my bodily characteristics
from my father. He’s a 6’2” former
welder and when I was a child,
his upper arms were taut with
musculature and about the size
of those industrial cans of green
beans you find in restaurants. My
similarly-built brother was my
high school football team’s best
offensive lineman.

diet and regular exercise. I came to
accept that I will never be a single
digit clothing size and that’s OK.
I learned to see beauty in myself,
even when others were determined
to write my story for me. I fell in
love with a man who is smaller than
me—both in height and weight.
People may see him as the Kermit
to my Miss Piggy, but I don’t really
care what they think anymore.

when I found out I was pregnant.
My first thought was, “Oh wow...
we’re gonna be parents…” And my
second, which came swiftly on its
heels was, “Oh God, I don’t want to
gain weight...” As a person who has
spent most of my life willing the
scale to stay where it was, the idea of
watching it slowly crawl up is a bit
paralyzing, even if it is for my child.
Because of my broad and tall
build, my weight distributes far
more evenly than shorter plus size
women. And I’ve always been lucky
to be the more “acceptable” version
of fat due to my relatively hourglass
shape, so I can pull off carrying a lot

You get where I’m going with this,
right? I am not skinny. I am not
even your “average” girl. For a long
time, I struggled to accept that. I
prayed that people wouldn’t notice
what made me different. Spoiler
alert: that didn’t happen.
SNAP JUDGEMENTS
Here’s the thing about being a
bigger person: everyone you meet
is convinced that they know how
you live your life. The judgement
calls have already been made the
moment their eyes light on you.
There isn’t one moment of pause
before they think about how much
fast food you eat or how much of
a lazy slob you are. I’ve seen this
reflected in the eyes of strangers my
entire life; I spot it easily now.
These people are wrong. Often, in
fact. Some of the most svelte people
I know eat garbage and never move
their (conventionally attractive)
bodies. And sure, I’ve had periods
of my life where I didn’t exercise
much and I ate too much Easy Mac
(hello college), but by and large that
wasn’t my story. I spent six days a
week in the ballet studio from ages
6 to 16. I was raised by a nurse who
cooked a green vegetable every
night with dinner and refused to
allow more than one starch on a
plate. I don’t neatly fit the narrative
of “people are fat because of their
own failings.”
LEARNING TO DEAL
Over the years, I worked through
the issues I had surrounding my
size and I learned to focus not on
clothing tags or the scale, but rather
on trying to maintain a balanced
illustration VICTORIA ALLEN
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THE ULTRASOUND REPORT MADE
A NOTE THAT THE SUBOPTIMAL
VIEW WAS DUE TO “MATERNAL
BODY HABITUS”—A.K.A., THIS GIRL
IS FAT. IT’S HARD NOT TO TAKE
THINGS LIKE THAT ON THE CHIN
In my late ‘20s, I became more
open to being an advocate for the
plus size community. I worked
with a team of like-minded women
to roll out a plus size clothing
extension for a local brand. I
even modeled for that brand and
watched as images of myself were
posted on social media channels
with thousands of followers and
somehow I never flinched.
PLUS SIZE & PREGNANT
I’d be lying to you if I said that all
this self love stayed totally intact

more weight than people probably
realize. I am considered “obese” by
medical standards and it’s therefore
recommended that I gain no more
than 11 to 20 pounds during my
entire pregnancy.
I’ve not been openly discriminated
against by my prenatal providers in
the way that many plus size women
are, but it’s also not been a textbook
experience by any means. Every
pregnancy book or website you read
gives you notes on things like when
you’ll need maternity clothes and
when you’ll feel the baby move for

the first time. The reality is that,
for a plus size woman, it’s mostly
lies. Every pregnancy is different
of course, but if you’re a plus size
woman thinking about starting a
family, don’t let these expectations
dampen your enjoyment of this
magical time in your life.
In my personal experience, I’ve
observed the following differences in
how being plus size affects pregnancy:
You probably won’t get that cute
little bump. The simple reality is
that if you’re carrying more padding
around your midsection, it won’t
be as noticeable when your organs
begin to shift and the baby grows
larger. You may feel cheated—I did.
Lacking that visible sign of your
pregnancy can sometimes work
against you mentally and make it
feel less real somehow. But just
remember—all that matters is the
health and safety of you and your
child; what some stranger at Costco
can observe about your pregnancy
is a moot point. The silver lining
is that you will probably have to
buy very little new clothing. As this
issue goes to print, I am finishing
up my second trimester and I’m
still wearing the exact same clothes
I was wearing eight months ago. It
helps if you are like me and hate real
pants and own mostly dresses and
yoga pants, but I won’t complain
about not having to spend money on
things I’ll only wear a few times.
You probably won’t feel your
baby move as early as other
moms do. First time moms have
a tendency to feel movement later
than women who have already
given birth, so if this isn’t your
first child, you’ll have better luck.
But if it is, don’t get concerned
when all the apps tell you that you
should be feeling kicks and you
don’t. Again, with more padding
on your abdomen, you’re not
going to feel your baby’s kicks
as firmly as a smaller woman. If
you’re like me and your placenta
attached itself anteriorly (in front
of the uterus) then you’ve got yet
another barrier to contend with. I
didn’t start feeling even the light
“popping” sensation of movement
until 22 weeks and I’ve still yet
to feel more than one or two firm
kicks. If not feeling that movement
gives you major anxiety (it did
for me) then you can always pick
up a handheld home doppler to
check on your baby’s heartbeat
in between appointments with
your provider. Make sure not to
use it too often—no more than
10 minutes per session and only
1 to 2 times per week are the
general recommendations—and be
prepared to scale a learning curve to
figure out how to operate it. There
cont'd on pg. 39
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HIDDEN

HISTORIES:
MONDO BIZARRO's

THE WAY AT

MIDNIGHT
by BROOKE SAUVAGE
photos ZACK SMITH

“Could we have a pause before you become giant prehistoric animals?”
Director Joanna Russo inquired of perspiring actors Nick Slie and Hannah
Pepper-Cunningham. They had just finished rehearsing a lively action scene
from Mondo Bizarro’s upcoming production, The Way at Midnight, in a
spacious Marigny warehouse. The multidisciplinary performance, debuting
at the Contemporary Art Center in mid September, catapults the two actors
into seven different characters, entangles them in the Unknown, and asks
them to unravel a multigenerational quest for absolution.
Tell me about Mondo Bizarro, the
theater company behind The Way
at Midnight.
Nick Slie: When we came out of the
performance studies department at
LSU, we all knew we didn’t want to
go down the route of graduate school
at the time. Although that ended up
happening in some ways, we wanted
to make a group so that we could have
freedom over what we chose to create
and not be subject to the whims of
what might happen if we just went to
auditions as performers, or just sought
out hired work. It started as a simple
desire to be in control of the means and
modes of production.
Hannah Pepper-Cunningham:
[When I joined Mondo Bizarro in
2008], I saw a deep commitment to the
belief that you could do art and social
justice without splitting yourself.
NS: We situated ourselves in the
city two years or so before Katrina
happened. All we’ve been doing is
following the footsteps of people
like Junebug Productions, ArtSpot
Productions, and at the time, Dog and
Pony Productions, that were part of an
organization called Alternate ROOTS.
We got schooled up by the people who
were already doing this work around
the idea that you don’t have to bifurcate
yourself; you can be about what’s right
in the world and make awesome art.
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Your performance incorporates
animation, sound design, and
theater performance. Why this
multidisciplinary approach to
art production?
HPC: I think a lot of our work is
about making space—or exploding
space—to witness things in multiple
ways, in previously unimagined ways
that you might not experience just
going through your day-to-day life.
Having designers and artists with
different sensibilities really creates that
multidimensionality.
Joanna Russo: There are a lot of
ways to tell stories. Different people
in the audience are going to respond
differently. Some may be more able
to grasp a story through movement,
while some may be more able to
grasp a story through dialogue. Some
people are very sound-oriented.
When you combine those elements
in a way that’s comprehensive, that’s
working towards telling a whole story
and providing a whole experience.
It allows the person who’s a dancer
and who really responds to that into
the story, as well as the person who’s
an English major who’s listening
for the dialogue. Also, how can you
make art in this city and not have
music? [laughs] That’s a pretty big
component of it.

Your production takes two
actors through several different
characters: “Young anarchopunks with a band and a scheme
to hack collective memory, a dead
conquistador haunted by his past, a
gay Korean War veteran hilariously
righting the lies told about him in
death, and a grandmother’s ghost.”
What connects these people?
JR: So, we’ve got this conquistador,
right, who comes out of Spain to map
the New World, because only when
the New World is mapped can it be
owned, and only when it’s owned and
converted will he be a big man, will
he receive his just reward in Spain.
So, he’s been sent to the New World
to do this exploration—mapping and
domination—which ultimately ends
in these horrific acts of subjugation
of native peoples and of the land.
Then later, there’s this band of young
punk hackers who are obsessed with
destroying maps. They feel like maps
cover up that history, and they feel
themselves to be living in the legacy
of that violence. They feel it in their
bodies, they feel it in their ancestry,
they feel it is their obligation to reckon
with—to help us all reckon with—that
past so that we can move into a more
just and equitable future. They have
schemes to try to take down the maps.
There’s a line from the production: our
bodies remember, even when maps don’t.
If our ancestors are present in us, in our
DNA, in our genetics, we’re carrying
that history with us, and we’re carrying
with us what they did or what was done
to them. If we can make that live again,
and we can be in conversation with it
together, we can reckon with it and
maybe we’ll have a chance of getting
free. The hackers are like, 19 years-old
and passionate and they think they’re

changing everything. [laughs] At the
center of those plots are these two old
men, Izzy and Renaud. They’ve been
summoned into the middle of the
woods to officiate a funeral. It’s only
when they get there that they realize
they don’t know who the guy is that
they’re supposed to bury.
NS: It seems so simple, but they’re
all seeking some form of absolution.
They’re seeking a confrontation with
that which they can’t move on without
doing something about. So whether
that be freedom or forgiveness of the
past wrongs or sins they’ve committed,
they’re all seeking a release.
Is the plot specific to New Orleans?
JR: The piece is set in Louisiana,
though I would say that, overall, it’s
not about New Orleans. I think these
questions really play out in New
Orleans, though. As someone who
came to this city a little less than two
years after Katrina, I think we face
this question of: are we going to open
to what’s been here all along—the
histories and cultures that have been
here—as the city rapidly gentrifies? Or
are we going to come in and say, you
know, back in New York, this is the way
that we do things? Do we try to change
this to what we want it to be? To what
we liked about where we came from? Or
do we embrace what’s already here?
HPC: I think another relevance for
the city right now is thinking about
what do we remember, how do we
remember it, and what histories are
told—and how does that influence how
we move forward? I think the city, and
the country, right now is grappling
with the legacies of white supremacy,
colonialism, and genocide. The city is
asking itself those questions with the
removal of Confederate monuments—

and not just the Confederate
monuments, but also Andrew Jackson,
Thomas Jefferson, even the people
who are seen across the country as
moderate. All of the characters in
our show are white or white-passing.
They’re grappling with the extent to
which these really violent legacies of
domination are embedded in who they
are and what they’ve inherited. What
do they do with that? I hope that these
characters, through their journeys, can
open a space for people to be able to do
that as well.
What’s the anarcho-punks’ scheme
to hack collective memory?
HPC: You have to come to the show to see!
NS: If we give it away they’re probably
gonna shut us down before we open,
but I do think we can tell you the name
of his band. It’s Gentry Vacation.
JR: The name of their band [laughs]
NS: I don’t think it can be said enough.
Hopefully we get some gigs out of
Siberia out of this.
What are your thoughts on time travel?
HPC: We gotta do more of it! [laughs]
Seriously! Especially in a society of
people who can’t be in the moment.
We need to be in conversation with the
people who came before us and we need
to be in conversation with the people
who are going to come after us, because
otherwise we’re just flailing around in
a vacuum. We really do need to time
travel more.
NS: Even the notion of past-presentfuture gets us into these situations
where people feel as though they can
use time to control our daily lives, our
histories. Multiple times can exist; I
don’t have to travel to them, they just
come here to me. So I can be both me
right here and I can be the me that’s
the Mississippi River and I can be the
me that’s my trip to Mars, you know,
whatever it may be. I’ve been really
inspired by that notion, of letting go of
those categories.
JR: None of the characters in our piece
time travel; they don’t experience
themselves time traveling. But people

"ALL OF THE HISTORY IN YOU IS
GOING TO COUGH ITSELF UP"
who lived at different times encounter
each other in the present.
The Korean War is an often
overlooked chapter in American
history. Why reference it here?
NS: Here’s how mystery works: we
didn’t go seeking one thing, but then
the Korean War popped into the room.
It’s another hidden history; it’s one
we’ve overlooked. It fits right into these
other hidden histories that appear in
the piece.
HPC: And it’s like, weirdly and
terrifyingly relevant to now.
JR: As we’re on the verge of conflict with
Korea, it’s suddenly like, huh. We didn’t
anticipate that when we brought the
Korean War into rehearsal, but it seems
particularly relevant now. We still haven’t
fully acknowledged or made recompense
for the war crimes that the U.S.
committed. It was only in researching it
that we really learned about that. I had
only heard about the use of napalm in
Vietnam, but the first time we actually
used it in war was in Korea.

do with that disorientation. Do you
stay open enough that you can make
discoveries within it? Or are you so
afraid of not knowing that you’re unable
to discover what’s there? When the
conquistador encounters the unknown,
he does this clenching. When these old
men come to encounter death, which
is the ultimate unknown, I think a big
question of the piece is: will they clench
or will they open?
NS: Rebecca Solnit’s book, A Field
Guide to Getting Lost, was a huge
inspiration as well. I always come
back to this one: she says, “Leave the
door open for the unknown, the door
into the dark. That’s where the most
important things come from, where you
yourself came from, and where you will
go.” One thing that’s really clear here
is that once you truly open yourself
up to the kind of discovery Joanna is
talking about, then you’re not in control
anymore of all the things that are going
to come out. All of the history in you is
going to cough itself up and it’s yet to be
seen what will happen.

You mention disorientation and
discovery as prominent themes in
the production. What of that?
JR: When we enter the unknown,
there’s a way in which we can be
receptive to it and actually reckon
with what’s happening. Or, there’s
another response: to clench, to try and
convert the unknown into the known. I
think it comes back to this state of the
unknown; when you’re in that place,
whether it’s a new space, a new time,
or a new relationship, or circumstance
you’re dealing with, it’s incredibly
disorienting—but it’s about what you

Art is necessarily a product of its
time. What connections do you see
between The Way at Midnight and
our current societal milieu?
NS: The character Noise has this thing
that’s really relevant to this country
right now. He says, all of us were born
with blood on our hands. I think the
sooner we come to reckon with that
kind of grief, and the journey through
that that is needed for us to accept it,
the sooner we can get to some kind of
healing. I don’t think the piece is doing
that just to get in your face. I think the
piece is asking for some really honest

reckoning. Can we start the work of
honestly saying, I’m sorry? We gotta
start somewhere. And until whiteembodied people decide that we can
even say those words out loud, how
the hell are we gonna get to any of the
other stuff? Politics simplifies things
and bifurcates things. I think our job
is to complicate narratives. This piece
doesn’t let you sit on one side; you
really have to think about where you’re
situated in the world.
What stake does art have in times of
chaos—in times troubled by threats
of nuclear war, implosions of
racism, environmental perdition?
NS: When you have to bring
objectionable characters into the
room—the people that you don’t want
to hang out with—you have to learn
how to love them. You can’t accurately
portray anything, at the bottom of
you, if you don’t learn how to have
compassion for them. That’s one of
my big takeaways here: I was fighting
this conquistador character so much
because I was so scared to find if I had
some compassion there. And inevitably,
I’m just facing myself. What of him is in
me? Because I’m part of that same long
line in my blood, of people who have
enacted things like this in my name. I
think this Trump moment intentionally
confuses your love. It intentionally
confuses the most powerful thing at
your core so that you run away from
it. At the bottom of it, we have to learn
compassion if we want to have dialogue
with people we don’t agree with. The
effect of not having that is being seen
clearly right now.
What’s next for Mondo Bizarro?
NS: With any luck, Gentry Vacation
takes over the punk scene in New
Orleans and fuckin’ rides away.
See Mondo Bizarro’s production, The
Way at Midnight, from September 14 to
23 at the Contemporary Arts Center. For
more info, check out mondobizarro.org
and cacno.org
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NOT YOUR ROUTINE INTERVIEW: VICTORIA RUIZ AND JOEY DEFRANCESCO OF

DOWNTOWN BOYS
by ANDRU OKUN photos ADRIENNE BATTISTELLA

In “A Wall,” the opening track for Downtown Boys’ recently released third
album, Cost of Living, frontwoman Victoria Ruiz sings, “You can’t pull
the plug on us. I won’t hide.” This indomitable sentiment exemplifies the
band, who have earned a reputation for politically charged punk songs and
spirited live performances. Formed in Providence, Rhode Island in 2011,
Downtown Boys possess an urgency lacking in many of their contemporaries.
The confrontational nature of the band seems apt for these times, where the
sidelines are dissolving and the option to sit out grows increasingly untenable.
Prior to taking off on their U.S. tour, I talked with Ruiz and fellow bandmate
Joey DeFrancesco about media representations of the band and their
experiences traveling the country as musicians.

Downtown Boys were interviewed
for this magazine three years ago by
Osa Atoe [ANTIGRAVITY #120]. Do
y’all remember?
Victoria Ruiz: Of course. That was one
of our first interviews, I think.
The band’s level of exposure has
increased a lot since then. I’m
thinking of Democracy Now!, NPR,
Rolling Stone. Outside of the band,
you’re also both writers and cofounders of Spark Mag, so you’re
regularly on the other end of media
as well. With that in mind, I’m
interested in hearing your thoughts
on how media has represented
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the band and what it’s been like to
receive so much attention.
VR: I think that some of the media
platforms that have reached out
are very genuine. I think they read
us for who we are, for what we’re
actually saying and doing. Remezcla
is a great example. Or even when we
were featured in Rolling Stone, that
interviewer came to Providence and
he worked really, really hard to talk
about what we’re actually doing and
saying. I think that piece got edited
a lot and the only takeaway that a lot
of people remember is “America’s
Greatest Punk Band,” but it’s actually
way more nuanced than that and was

probably even more nuanced before
it hit editors. For us, it’s really about
using media as another seat at the
table when we’re thinking about how
to use culture and art to decolonize our
imperalized minds. Like you said, we
receive attention, and there’s not always
this reciprocal relationship and I think
that’s perhaps because people are trying
to tokenize me as a Xicana front person
or trying to tokenize our band as a band
that has queer people or people of color,
trying to put into us a message of their
own instead of actually reading us for
actually who we are. I think that can get
very dangerous. I think that happens
when we don’t realize that writers and
musicians and bookers, people that
run venues, we’re all on the same level.
We’re all in it together and as soon as
we try to create this hierarchy like “I
report on you” or “I make music and
therefore the person putting on the
show is doing this for me,” that’s when
it can really fall apart. And instead of a
relationship where we’re actually trying
to further what’s being said, it becomes
this giving or receiving of attention and
I think that’s just smoke and mirrors
and it’s dangerous. So I think the media
coverage has been really incredible

when done genuinely and authentically
and then I think it’s been very tough
and put us in a very vulnerable position
when it’s not done genuinely.
What steps do y’all take to
mitigate these less genuine
portrayals of the band?
Joey DeFrancesco: I think there’s
only so much you can do to control
how the media presents your band or
whatever kind of project you’re doing.
I wish people would maybe be more
thoughtful or knowledgeable about
how that works, like if there’s some
weird social media clip that some editor
put up on Twitter about your band.
The band is not writing that, you know
what I mean? That’s someone else’s
interpretation and the band in most
cases has very little control and I do
wish people would sort of understand
those positions and how they occur.
But I think our band has known from
the beginning that we had to fight an
uphill battle and that we had to use
the press to whatever extent that we
can to get our music and our message
out there. So that means doing a lot
of interviews... I think at some level,
that’s what you can do—speak sincerely,

speak genuinely, and push as much
as you can to try and get the message
through as clearly as you can.
Do you have concerns about
mainstream exposure neutralizing
your message?
VC: I don’t think that’s really in our
control. There’s a difference between
power and control, and as soon as we
try to control that, that’s bordering on
some sort of censorship, I think. And
that’s the whole thing, right? Whatever
we’re talking about and whatever we’re
doing, we’re not doing it alone. We’re
part of a much greater context and so if
it becomes vulnerable for people who
are just looking for a reason to attack
or looking for a reason to be upset,
that was long before us. If our message
is somehow being co-opted or used
in a certain way that isn’t true, that’s
because of our greater media context.
The only way I think that we’re ever
going to be able to change that is if we
are taking that space and figuring out
how to navigate that system that we
simultaneously critique and work to
dismantle. Ultimately, all of the power
dynamics that are happening with
our band are reflective of the greater
world and if we don’t try to be a part
of saturating some of these pages and
some of these spaces with something
different, with an alternative, then the
status quo will remain. So I think that’s
really scary for some and that’s because
we are a threat to the status quo. Of
course we get co-opted, of course our
message gets tangled. Again, that’s not
because of us... And I think outside of
the band we’re both constantly also
trying to detangle that, to unravel and
dismantle that, so it’s holding that
contradiction of having to fight the
structures that created capitalism and
racism while simultaneously having
to survive, exist, and navigate within
them. Isolating ourselves, I think,
would narrow what we’re trying to
do. It would narrow our art and our
message, it would narrow our ability.
I think that’s why we don’t isolate or
separate or alienate ourselves. And we
are all people—especially Joey, Norlan,
Mary, and myself—who aren’t able
to do that in our everyday lives. Like
when we walk into a store, or when we
walk into a restaurant or any space in
this country, we don’t get to choose
to isolate ourselves. We don’t get to
choose to not be a woman of color. We
don’t get to choose to not be queer.
We don’t get to choose to not be giving
into gender binaries. So why would we
choose to do that with our band?
There’s an AFROPUNK.com
interview from last year where
Norlan Olivo, the band’s drummer,
said, “It’s interesting that when
you speak out, that you’re supposed
to be a spokesperson for political
action, but no one’s holding these
other bands accountable for not
being political at all.” What are
your thoughts on being labeled as a
political band and the expectations
that come along with that
categorization?
JD: Obviously we talk a lot about
politics. We talk about what’s
happening in our own lives and in the
society around us, and so that’s what
comes out in the music. Our band has

been doing that since the beginning,
describing our experiences. As that
gained some kind of momentum, there
became this broader expectation that
people can just attach to the band any
sort of belief they have and if that,
for some reason, is not perfectly met
in their minds they freak out about
it and want to throw accusations at
us that we’re not living up to exactly
what they’re imagining. Whereas
bands who are also maybe speaking
about their experiences in the world
and what surrounds them but maybe
because of who they are, where they’re
coming from, or their analytical lens,
that comes off as much safer. People
simply don’t care as much about what
they do and what they say and how
they navigate the world. They’re often
given a pass and aren’t put under the
microscope in the same way, whereas

help me think through my emotions
and recalibrate me.” And I’m just like,
“Oh my god!” [laughs] Meanwhile,
the fact of the matter is that people
are coming to our shows for a form
of catharsis. And as far as the music I
listen to, I think Joey and I are both
obsessed with the Algiers album The
Underside Of Power, and yesterday I
found myself watching their music
videos. They’re all very, very intense
videos with Black Panther imagery
and imagery about power relations in
this country and I found it so cathartic.
I found it allowed for more of a
meditative moment than listening to
bedroom pop music, which is awesome
and great; but we have to realize there’s
a spectrum of music that can be there
for our emotions and be there to meet
us where we’re at and help push us
through the day, and we need to not

"FOR US, IT’S REALLY
ABOUT USING MEDIA
AS ANOTHER SEAT
AT THE TABLE WHEN
WE’RE THINKING
ABOUT HOW TO USE
CULTURE AND ART
TO DECOLONIZE OUR
IMPERALIZED MINDS."

if you stand up in any context you get
constantly attacked and people try to
knock you down and that’s obviously
amplified by racism and homophobia
and misogyny.
VC: Our country is in a civil war right
now and we have an incredibly high
emergency of racism and capitalism
making inequality bigger than it’s
been in human history. We have a
homelessness emergency. We’re
fighting wars all around the world. We
could all be asking “Why this and not
this?” but I think rather we should just
be open about why we’re doing what
we’re doing. And I think when it comes
to a lot of bands that aren’t going to say
that overtly or directly, we don’t even
ask them who they are. A lot of these
white artists get to make really great,
personal music and people say, “Oh
thank god, finally something to just

just give that space to white people.
And perhaps we need to start asking
all artists what it means to be an artist
in 2017, considering who you are and
your power and privilege, which I think
is what your interview questions are
getting at.
JD: I do pay very close attention to
how social media editors write things
on Twitter and Facebook. And because
we do Spark Mag and write that stuff
also, and like Victoria is saying, the
complexity given to mostly white
bands, even if they’re playing music
that has now become politicized, the
difference between that and bands
that are mostly people of color, like our
band, is pretty astounding. Like with
the white band, somewhere in there
there’s something about politics but the
headline will say something like, “They
have these great riffs” or they talk about

the music itself in relation to emotional
relief. And with our band we’re mostly
talked about in the same vein as
political stuff, which is fine but I think
there is a marked difference, especially
in expectations, and I think that’s been
the case in music forever. Like reading
old interviews with M.I.A. in her early
days and the questions she gets asked
and the kind of scrutiny that she was
put under for being a woman of color
making politicized music, compared
to other artists at the same time, like
the Strokes or whatever, who were not
being asked the same questions, and
that’s continued to intensify today.
Generally speaking, how do you
make decisions as a band?
JD: It kind of depends. At this point, we
have so much shit going on that there’s
some things that we sort of delegate out
and then with bigger decisions we’ll vote
on it and go with a majority decision,
which can be hard. At this moment, we
haven’t really seen each other in two
months because we’ve been on a little
bit of a break, at least from practicing,
before starting this massive tour, so
it’s a lot of hunting people down to get
their votes on text or email but I think
that’s the only way a band like ours
can operate. Victoria, Norlan, and me
are kind of like the founding members
and we all value very much having a
democratic process. When we’re able
to make money everything is shared
amongst all the members in equal
shares. There’s some political intentions
behind it, I think, but also it’s really the
only way to run our band. I don’t know
how else we would do it.
Your upcoming U.S. tour is six
weeks long, then there’s a short
break and then you tour Europe.
How important is live performance
to the band and what’s your survival
strategy for touring?
VC: I don’t want to speak for Joey, but
we probably feel similarly. The live
shows are what we do it for; they’re
incredible opportunities to be around
other people. Sometimes we don’t know
what to do before we play. It’s always
such a wild range of emotion, like
sometimes we’ll just get real tired and
be like, “How are we going to do this?”
And sometimes we’re really excited.
You would think that after five years
of this we would have some kind of
mode or routine. I see younger bands
who don’t tour as much and they have
really cool routines and I’m like, “Man,
I wish I could remember to do all those
things!” [laughs] So it’s still pretty crazy
and I think we’re always working on
our athleticism and trying to figure
out that, you know, discipline, but the
actual showtime is what’s the best.
Being in the van and waiting for that is a
constant struggle. With touring, there’s
a lot of high-highs and low-lows, but for
me it’s why I do the interviews or why
I want to record. The shows are really
special, whether there’s ten people or a
ton of people there.
JD: Everyone has their things that
they do to stay sane or manage losing
their mind a little bit. I think at this
point we’ve been doing it so long that
we understand when people need
space and that’s OK. We understand
each other’s eccentricities that need
to be indulged in order for us to all get
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along. That’s touring and that’s being
in a relationship, and it is a pretty
intimate relationship to be in with a
group of people where you’re traveling
and performing together, eating
together and making money together
and sleeping next to each other. It’s an
intense relationship and not really one
you have often in the modern world,
where we all live kind of individualistic
lives and don’t even have these types
of relationships with our family. It
requires a lot of unlearning to be
able to survive with a group of people
in that tight of a situation. You just
don’t do that in 2017 really anywhere
else in your life other than maybe a
romantic relationship, but even that
you usually get more of a break than in
this situation. I don’t know if there’s
a specific thing we do to cope. Like
Victoria was saying, I think we go into
tour with an intention to have these
routines, like do a little exercise every
day. But then you show up and you’re
exhausted and you just want to have a
drink and sit there until you play.
How have your experiences
traveling across the U.S. altered
your perspectives of the country?
VC: I think we’ve gotten to see a lot
of the country. I had dinner with my
mom and one of her best friends who
was really influential in my childhood.
She’s a woman of color who gave me and
my mom a lot of advice. She was also a
single mom and her and my mom kind
of raised their kids to venture. And we
were talking and, you know, she’s older,
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"WE UNDERSTAND EACH OTHER’S
ECCENTRICITIES THAT NEED TO BE INDULGED
IN ORDER FOR US TO ALL GET ALONG."
and she said, “My dream is to go to every
single state and learn about history.”
And I thought, “Wow, here’s a woman
who has really done it.” She raised
children on her own and has been so
influential in the lives of other women of
color and her dream isn’t to have money
or anything like that. She just wants to
go to every state. And my mom was like,
“Yeah, you know, Victoria has kind of
done that.” We haven’t been to every
state but we’ve been to a lot of them. It’s
truly a blessing to have that experience.
When you’re a musician, a lot of people
will wonder “What are you doing with
yourself?” or “Why aren’t you a lawyer
or a doctor?” So when you get those
little moments when people realize
what it means to actually physically do
that, and to do that with intention, it’s
really intense. When we go from place
to place we do that with the intention to
play. We’re not just tourists. And that’s
really heavy, because you want to make
sure you’re not just parachuting in but
we also need to realize we’re not going
to really have time to understand that
land where we’re at. So it’s a constant
balance of trying to figure out how to
be in the space and to make sure to
be really intentional about why we’re
there. It’s really changed my entire view

of the country that I’m from. I have
more questions about this country than
answers after being a touring musician,
and I’m so grateful for that.
I was looking at the upcoming
tour dates. The city names are
easily recognizable, except for one:
McAllen, Texas. Can you talk about
your relationship with this city?
JC: We’ve been going to McAllen for a
few years. Our first time was when we
were touring with Screaming Females.
We also didn’t know what it was in
regards to seeing it on the tour route. I
think we had a ridiculous drive there.
It was the day after New Orleans and
we had to get down there and we’re
like, “Why the fuck are we driving 13
hours to the bottom of Texas?” But
I remember getting there after that
huge drive and seeing what the city was
about and being blown away before we
even played. It’s a majority Mexican
city and the music scene reflects that,
which is not a common thing to see in
a lot of places in the United States. As
we’ve played there more, we’ve learned
more about the city and the political
and cultural world there. In a way,
there’s similarities to what our band
has tried to do. There’s people who are

booking shows, who are in bands, who
are also very actively engaged in the
political struggle there more broadly.
They also fight for their own scene. This
past year the city council was trying to
put noise restrictions in the downtown
area where a lot of the venues were.
The music community responded in
a very organized way to fight the city
council on that and actually won and
saved their venue and their music
scene. It’s such a rare thing to see a
music community act in that kind of
collective, organized way. Sadly, it isn’t
really something you see too often. But
they were able to do that and win, and I
think that sort of spirit is what we strive
for as artists and as people booking
shows and operating in this world. So
McAllen remains a place we have to go
on tour. It’s become a priority for us.
I imagine that for younger people,
finding out about your band could
create a major impact, in the same
way that bands like Fugazi and At
The Drive-In affected me when I
was younger. How do you feel about
potentially influencing people in
this way?
VC: Hopefully the influence would come
from us being part of a greater context,
but I think it’s kind of nerve-wracking to
think about it. A hero is a hard thing, you
know? And we’re not heroes.
Downtown Boys play Gasa Gasa on
Thursday, September 7 with Special
Interest opening. For more info, visit
downtownboys.bandcamp.com.
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Ekumen at Gasa Gasa (photo by Jared Landry)

Killer Hearts at Rare Form
as part of Creepy Fest 2017
(photo by Paris Achenbach)
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Betty White Tit Fuck (Last Show) at Poor Boys Bar
(photo by Jared Landry)
Take ‘Em Down NOLA & People’s Assembly: Solidarity with Charlottesville Protest (photo by Beau Patrick Coulon)

Bone Thugs-N-Harmony at Tipitina's
(photo by Zach Brien)

WOOF at Poor Boys
(photo by Beau Patrick Coulon)
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CITY PARK

HALLOWEEN WEEKEND

NEW ORLEANS

OCT 27-29

kendrick lamar ‡ foo fighters ‡ the killers
lcd soundsystem ‡ dj snake
galantis ‡ dillon francis ‡ brand new ‡ the head and the heart
kehlani ‡ post malone ‡ miguel ‡ rl grime ‡ prophets of rage ‡ cold war kids
yellow claw ‡ crystal castles ‡ superduperkyle ‡ the afghan whigs
live ‡ andrew mcmahon in the wilderness ‡ marian hill ‡ k.flay ‡ illenium
charles bradley and his extraordinaires ‡ louis the child ‡ nghtmre ‡ whitney
the black angels ‡ aminÉ ‡ vintage trouble ‡ gnash ‡ g jones ‡ hayley kiyoko
rich chigga ‡ bibi bourelly ‡ the record company ‡ benjamin booker ‡ mija
colony house ‡ chicano batman ‡ strand of oaks ‡ autograf ‡ joyryde
flow tribe ‡ boombox cartel ‡ mondo cozmo ‡ snbrn ‡ tokimonsta ‡ pell ‡ cid
black pistol fire ‡ saint jhn ‡ sam dew ‡ flint eastwood ‡ pham ‡ la femme ‡ ron gallo
durand jones & the indications ‡ mannequin pussy ‡ public access t.v. ‡ bleached
tim gunter ‡ dj mel ‡ dj gracie ‡ malik ninety five ‡ alfred banks ‡ carmine p. filthy
free swim ‡ unicorn fukr ‡ otto ‡ herb christopher ‡ s.k.b. & yrstrly ‡ werd2jah ‡ zander

TICKETS ON SALE NOW AT VOODOOFESTIVAL.COM
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FEATHERS OF FALL:
BIRDING IN LOUISIANA (AUTUMN EDITION)
by ELIZABETH V. WILLIAMS illustrations MELISSA GUION

When I moved to Louisiana, I
didn’t realize that the Gulf Coast
was such a central region for bird
migration. The first time I went bird
watching in New Orleans, I went
to Couturie Forest—the arboretum
along Harrison Avenue in City
Park—on a “Birding Walk” in late
April, when Spring Migration is
in full effect. I didn’t know much
about bird migration at the time. I
knew it was a week after my 30th
birthday and I was depressed and
on a self-improvement kick when
I stumbled upon an advertisement
for the walk. I bought a $10 pair of
binoculars from an army surplus
store and showed up at 8 a.m. to the
designated meeting place.
I was expecting to see birds I was
familiar with, like Cardinals and
Chickadees; and I did. I mean, they
were there, but that’s not what
the tour was about. The migratory
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birds singing and flitting about with
them made the woods as colorful
as a 98-count box of crayons. Also
conspicuous along Couturie was a
flock of birders, all recognizable by
a pair of binoculars. About two or
three weeks later, I returned to those
same woods and wandered around
the paths for hours without seeing
any of the bright birds I had seen
before. But even more strange was
that there were no birders either.
It took a few more years of meeting
people who could walk me through
bird watching to understand where,
when, and how to see birds as they
travel through Louisiana. Below is
much of what I learned from them.
Consider this an abridged primer
to excite existing or potential
birders to get out and see these
feathered wonders. It will cover the
types of birds found in Louisiana
throughout the fall and winter

months, and suggest places to see
them, ways to identify them, and
explain a little more about their
remarkable journey to, from, and
through Louisiana.
MIGRATION
In the fall months, bird migration
across the globe generally occurs
from points north to points south
along evolutionarily-set paths
throughout the continents. One
of these paths lies directly over
wetlands that line the Louisiana/
Mississippi coast and the landforms
that lie slightly inland. Bird species
that fly on this path over the Gulf
come from as far north as the Arctic
Circle and as far south as the tip
of South America (and almost all
points in between) to breed, winter,
or pass through. Migratory birds are
generally at home in the southern
portion of the route during winter,

then travel to breed and nest in
the northernmost points of their
migratory route during the summer.
Between these destinations, many
need water, food, and shelter to
sustain them on their journey. All of
the migratory species of birds on this
Gulf Coast avian freeway can rely on
Louisiana for one reason or another.
Along the Gulf Coast, birds such
as the Red Knot travel from the
southern tip of Antarctica to the
Arctic Circle, a cycle crooned
about by birders as equatable to
a “journey to the moon and back”
throughout a bird’s lifetime. In
contrast, other birds travel from
one end of the Gulf of Mexico to the
other, a relatively shorter distance,
though still rife with peril. With
hollow bones, super muscles, and
perfectly-keeled feathers, these
birds are game for it. Even the
smallest of birds, which can weigh

mere ounces, can persevere. Many
birds make the 500 mile trip across
the Gulf and then continue to their
final destination, often another
couple hundred miles, without
stopping. Other birds winter in
Louisiana, their home, and during
late fall return from their northern
breeding areas.
FALL BIRDING ALONG
THE GULF STATES
Birding in the fall is generally more
challenging than birding in the
spring. You wouldn’t need the entire
98-count crayon box to paint a
picture of fall migration; you’d need
more like a 24-pack of muted greens,
browns, yellows, and grays, with a
few red and blue crayons mixed in.
While fall plumage doesn’t make the
Louisiana landscape as colorful as
in spring, it is a great time to better
understand bird behavior. In the
spring, birds that pass through are so
bright and varied that their plumage
alone—especially the male’s—might
easily distinguish one bird from
another. In the fall, they have duller,
shabbier feathers and so we must
really observe birds to identify
them. Their basic shape, habitat,
foraging habits, beak size, and calls
are all clues to help you name the
bird you’re looking at. And even if
you can’t name that bird, the time
you spend watching it can be just as
enjoyable as knowing what it is.
Below are some groups of birds
that fly through Louisiana in the
fall. Some have summered here
and are leaving for their southerly
homes. Of these birds, some of the
same species might have summered
further north in their range and
are also migrating back in greater
numbers passing through. Others
left home to breed up north in the
spring and return to Louisiana and
other regions nearby in the fall and
winter. Some hatched this summer,
and are arriving for the first time.
Others simply fly through, using
Louisiana as a rest-stop. Weather
conditions are crucial to this
decision—while the airwaves are
full of birds throughout migration,
many birds find good weather
patterns and go to, through, or from
Louisiana without stopping, which
can be unfortunate, depending on
how you look at it. Joelle Finley,
Vice-president of Orleans Audubon
Society, is often quoted among
birders with her adage, “If it’s bad
for birders, it’s good for the birds!”
especially on a slow day of birding
during migration.
Below is a list of birds you will
hopefully be lucky enough to
see this fall migration; it is an
abridged list, with attempts to
note favorite fall migrants and
later winter residents.

BIRDS OF PREY
Late fall brings hawks and falcons
to Louisiana to fly alongside bigger
birds of prey that live here yearround, like Bald Eagles and Ospreys.
Examples are Northern Harriers,
American Kestrels, and Peregrine
Falcons. Northern Harriers are
identifiable by their low flight
pattern; they cruise around fields
and marshes, just inches away from
their prey. American Kestrels are
smaller than hawks and are often
seen perching on telephone wires.
They have this neat hovering thing
that they do right before they
pounce. Peregrine Falcons are fast
as lightning; they favor the coast, but
often move into cityscapes during

waterfowl live in Louisiana yearround, others come through only
later in the fall and winter. Canada
Geese, for instance, come through in
large flocks, and are big, scary, and
frankly quite mean. Blue-winged
Teal and Ring-necked Ducks have
puzzling names until they take flight
and their markings show. Some
ducks, however, are unmistakable:
one of my favorites is the Ruddy
Duck, which has a spiky tail (and a
blue beak during spring). Waterfowl,
hunted for centuries, tend to avoid
people, so while very prominent in
migration, they’re also very shy of us
predators (except for Canada Geese).
I’m going to talk about birdwatching
groups to get involved with at the
end, but a quick note about it here:

FLYCATCHERS
Flycatchers include many species.
These birds stand still on branches
and have a generally upright shape.
Of all the passerine species—
which is a fancy category lumping
together all birds that perch in
tree branches—flycatchers have
an unvaried call. In fact, some
species look so much alike that
they are distinguished from each
other by these notes alone. Look for
these birds near the edges of trees,
bushes, fences, and on telephone
wires, especially between the edges
of forests and swamps or shrubby
habitat and open landscape. Most
of these birds migrate through
Louisiana beginning in late August
to October. Eastern Phoebes and
Least Flycatchers are common, and
often stick around for winter—the
former pumps their tail while on a
wire or tree branch.
Spot them at: Chalmette Battlefield,
Jean Lafitte Barataria Preserve, and
Diamond Park in Port Sulphur.

ALONG THE GULF COAST, BIRDS SUCH
AS THE RED KNOT TRAVEL FROM THE
SOUTHERN TIP OF ANTARCTICA TO
THE ARCTIC CIRCLE, A CYCLE CROONED
ABOUT BY BIRDERS AS EQUATABLE TO A
“JOURNEY TO THE MOON AND BACK"

the winter months. The best places
to watch birds of prey are areas with
lots of fields and marshes. You’ll
likely see these birds in motion, so
learning how they look in flight and
what their hunting patterns are like
is a great start.
Spot them at: Chalmette Battlefield,
Plaquemines Parish along Highway
23 (During any season, you can go
to the Bonnet Carre Spillway to see
Bald Eagles.)
DUCKS AND WATERFOWL
Everyone knows a duck—they like
to live on still water like ponds and
bayous. Swans, geese, and grebes are
other types of waterfowl that can be
spotted in Louisiana. While some

if you want to see ducks and their
waterfowl allies, look for advertised
bird-watching groups during late
fall and winter. Many people bring
along and share their scopes, which
have a large range of magnification
and allow for long-distance bird
watching. Scopes can cost thousands
of dollars, so handle with care! And
be very careful waterfowl watching
during hunting season.
Spot them at: Audubon Park and Golf
Course, Bayou Sauvage, and country
clubs or planned communities around
New Orleans and beyond, which often
include duck-friendly ponds. (Using
Google Maps is a great way to scout
these areas out aerially, but again, be
wary if it’s a Wildlife Management
Area that allows hunting.)

One bonus species of flycatcher
is a breathtaking bird called the
Scissor-tailed Flycatcher. It has a
white body, peach-colored belly,
black wings and long, black tail
feathers. It looks like a pretty
normal bird while sitting on a wire,
but when it flies, its tail feathers
expand into a V shape, and it shows
a little spot of red under the wing.
I audibly gasped when I first saw
this bird—it’s majestic and perfect
and I love it. It’s not discussed with
the above flycatchers because its
migratory range is normally a little
west of Louisiana. For some reason,
groups of Scissor-tailed Flycatchers
have found a home in Plaquemines
Parish for a few years now, so let’s
hope that trend continues! Look for
them during periods of time that
you seek beauty, grace, and joy in
your life.
Spot them at: Diamond Park in Port
Sulphur and along Highway 23 in
Plaquemines Parish
KINGLETS &
WOOD WARBLERS
Kinglets and warblers are one of
the smallest groups of passerines
that come through Louisiana. Only
slightly bigger than hummingbirds,
kinglets are the next smallest birds,
and warblers the next size up.
(Note: kinglets were at one point
considered warblers, but are now
not, for reasons I do not know, but
I have still included them here
because they’re round and small).
Warblers (and kinglets) have tiny
beaks, a variety of cheeps and
songs, and even during the fall it
is common to notice birds with a
distinctive plumage that allows
for easy identification. Warblers
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tend to dart through bushes and
trees chasing small insects; they
are difficult to spot because they
move fast and under cover. One
technique to view hidden birds
is to start shushing like an angry
librarian: “Shh, Shh, Shh Shh
Shh.” This sound emulates an
upset Carolina Wren when they
hear a predator. Often, when birds
here these “distress” calls, they
respond by coming out of their
leafy camouflage to look for the
threat, letting you see their pretty
feathers. Warblers begin migrating
through Louisiana beginning in
August, starting (predominantly)
with Yellow Warblers. Numbers of
warblers migrate through, or to/
from Louisiana—upwards of 40
species can be counted in Louisiana
during the early fall months. The
bulk of fall warbler migration ends
in October, and then the kinglet/
warbler population begins to thin
out to just a few species that winter
here: Yellow-rumped, Palm, Pine,
Orange-crowned, and Wilson’s
Warblers; and Yellow Crowned and
Ruby-crowned Kinglets.
Spot them at: Couturie Forest and
Scout Island in City Park, Joe Brown
Park in New Orleans East, Chalmette
Battlefield (concentrate on live oaks
and woody habitats), and Woodlands
Trail & Park in Belle Chasse.
SPARROWS
Sparrows are little brown birds
(LBBs) that can be very difficult to
tell apart. White-throated Sparrows
and Savannah Sparrows winter in
Louisiana in fall and winter and
they each have splashes of yellow
marking their faces. Savannah
Sparrows feed on the ground,
while White-throated Sparrows
are found in trees and brush. Other
sparrows winter in Louisiana, and
each one prefers different habitats.
In general, these other sparrows
like grassy areas, which can include
salty or freshwater marshes. They
tend to hide, only popping up for
brief moments, also obscuring
birdwatching. Remember the bird
shushing technique for viewing
these birds. If you are detailoriented, like squinting at discrete
markings, memorizing bird calls,
and standing in tall grass, these are
a great group of birds for you. Pro
tip: watch out for chiggers.
Spot them at: Chalmette Battlefield,
Jean Lafitte Barataria Preserve, and
various habitats with tall, grassy
fields and marsh.
WADING BIRDS
Wading birds are so cool. Evolution
has shaped wading birds into
unique, often bizarre-looking
creatures. Wading birds source food
from mud flats, crawfish fields, and
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inundated areas, requiring them to
have long beaks, legs, and creative
feeding patterns. Their beaks can
be straight, long and curled, or
even shaped like a spoon. Some
feed with their beaks in the water,
like American White Ibises, Wood
Storks, and Roseate Spoonbills.
One type that hunts in
a group are American
Avocets; they move in sync
with each other, grazing their
beaks through the water in semicircular motion. If you’re a beak or
leg person, look up these birds.
Spot them at: Bayou Sauvage, Bonnet
Carre Spillway, Grand Isle (areas
across from the beach), and Sherburne
Wildlife Management Area.
RESIDENT BIRDS
Migratory birds are magnificent,
but so are birds who find
permanent homes in Louisiana. We
see these birds every day, whether
we’re aware of them or not. House
Sparrows, Northern Cardinals,
Carolina Chickadees, American
Crows, Northern Mockingbirds,
Killdeer, and Cattle Egrets are
hardy birds that have found a way
to live alongside us. So even if you
aren’t able to travel to see birds in
their preferred habitats, you can
still go bird watching every day.
Plus, getting to know resident birds
will help you identify migratory
ones. For example, you think you
know a Northern Cardinal? Can
you distinguish their song from
that of a Carolina Wren? Or their
“chips” from their relative, the Blue
Grosbeak? Knowing the tendencies
of these birds can make you a better
birder all around.
Spot them at: Parks, construction
sites, and in live oaks.
BIRD DECLINE
Although birds rule the sky, many
species are under threat. The
north-to-south journey for all
migratory species is a harrowing
one. Regardless of flight prowess
or the length of travel, not every
migratory bird reliant on Louisiana
survives against predators, adverse
weather conditions, and hundreds
of miles of open water across
the Gulf of Mexico. Bad weather
conditions will tax even the fittest
birds; without water or food stops
over their Gulf Coast journey, many
birds may falter. As an example,
during the spring migration, my
bird-savvy friend Mark Meunier
and a few other birders were
watching shorebirds on Grand Isle
when they saw a Swainson’s Thrush
(slightly smaller than its cousin,
the American Robin) fly from the
open water and land on the beach.
Exhausted and dehydrated from its
journey, the thrush collapsed and

ONE TECHNIQUE TO VIEW HIDDEN
BIRDS IS TO START SHUSHING LIKE AN
ANGRY LIBRARIAN: “SHH, SHH, SHH
SHH SHH.” THIS SOUND EMULATES AN
UPSET CAROLINA WREN WHEN THEY
HEAR A PREDATOR.

remained on the beach unprotected
and unconscious. The birders
weren’t the only ones watching the
Thrush’s distress: a lurking snow
crab emerged from the sand and
side-stepped over to this wheezing,
immobile bird, looking to feed. The
bird watchers intervened. They
scared the crab away and found
fresh water to revive the casualty.
The bird, rejuvenated by the drink,
darted away while the crab scuttled
back into the shadows of the sand.
Although this tale is heartwarming,
it is not indicative of human-bird
relationship. Human intervention
generally dooms birds more than
it saves them. Humans can manage
to make the migration itself more
dangerous than it already is. Lights
from off-shore oil rigs, ships, and
shore-line cities can confuse and
disorient migratory birds; often
birds circle light sources looking
for land, only to find themselves
dangerously off-course from their
final destination, and exhausted
from expending excess energy.
The populations of many species of
birds present in North America have
greatly diminished since European
colonization, and those reliant on the
Gulf Coast are no exception. Some
species were over-hunted for food in
the 18th century, while others were
nearly annihilated for feathers for the

hat trade in the 19th and early 20th
centuries. And while some species
have repopulated, some have not.
David Muth, Louisiana State Director
of the Gulf Restoration Program at
the National Wildlife Federation,
illustrates how urbanization is
affecting the Gulf Coast landscape.
In a lecture to Louisiana Master
Naturalists, he read a page from
James Audubon’s diary dated 1821,
in which Audubon describes seeing
48,000 American Golden Plovers
hunted in one day along the New
Orleans coastline. In contrast, Muth,
also an avid birder, has seen less than
100 American Golden Plovers total
around New Orleans proper in his 40
years of observation. And although
American Golden Plovers still
annually migrate through Louisiana,
eBird.org (a burgeoning online
database of voluntary bird citations)
suggests that when these birds
stop through Louisiana, they are
generally counted in numbers under
ten, with a few spikes of observations
numbering between 20 and 60 over
the past 30 years—a pale contrast to
numbers near 50,000 in Audubon’s
days of bird watching.
Data from the Louisiana coastline
has been pivotal in describing
threats to migratory birds. In a
follow-up interview, David Muth
explained that in addition to
personal and historical accounts

LOCAL RESOURCES
The website birdlouisiana.com
is a great place to find planned
outings and social events (which
usually include a presentation or
guest lecture). These three groups
are the most active in the GNO
Area: Crescent Bird Club, Orleans
Audubon Club ( jjaudubon.net),
and Louisiana Ornithology Society
(losbird.org).
WEB RESOURCES

of bird decline, scientific studies
based in Louisiana have used data
such as radar to track numbers of
birds passing through. Because
birds generally migrate at night,
select data generated by weather
radar stations like those erected
across the Gulf of Mexico during
the 1950s can be used to compare
the flights of migratory birds during
the spring. According to Muth,
studies conducted by Dr. Sidney
Gauthreaux compare radar patterns
of springtime bird flights from the
‘60s to those from a few years ago
and provide “hard data on how
many birds were passing over the
Louisiana coast.” Muth explains,
“[Gauthreaux] found a general
decline in the total number of birds
crossing the Gulf... Then, when you
compare that data to long-term
breeding bird survey data for the
eastern United States from the
area where these birds would be
coming from, it matches the trends
for most of the forest interior and
for grassland birds.” It’s important
to mention that not every species
of bird (migratory or not) is
negatively impacted by the habitat
change. In fact, some birds fancy
the conditions that accompany
human development. However,
birds reliant on fields, prairies, and
grasslands have increasingly less
land to roam, as the adaptation of
farming methods throughout the
20th century has clear cut areas,
eradicating many nesting spots.
Birds reliant on deep woods and
forest to breed also simply have less
habitat to support them.
Although humans have posed a
serious threat to certain species’
survival, birds are powerful, and
extraordinarily adaptive. Bird
species that exist today succeeded
their relatives, the dinosaurs,
through even the Ice Age, creating
remarkable diversity in the
survivors. And although certain bird
species are declining in population,
there has been a considerable

conservation effort under the
vanguard of environmentalists,
scientist, and yep, bird watchers,
to mitigate this decline. Even with
this bit of hope comes the handwringing prediction of extreme
coastal erosion, for which Louisiana
and the larger Gulf Coast are
becoming dire centerfolds. So, if
you’ve ever thought to yourself that
birding is a thing for retirement
age, you might not want to wait that
long. There’s no time like fall in
Louisiana to get started.
TIPS
tBe safe. There are plenty of
dangers lurking in the wilds of
Louisiana. There are venomous
snakes out there; learn to identify
them and know what to do if you
get bitten. People, wild pigs, and
alligators pose their own threats,
too. Research what you need to do
to be safe in whatever environment
you’ll be birding in.
Get a pair of binoculars. You can
try to bird with the naked eye, but
most birds prefer that we stay at a
distance, and are often too difficult
to watch without equipment.
Binoculars start at around $10 and
climb from there to essentially
however much you’re willing to
spend. But remember that you do
get what you pay for. My first pair
had a magnification capacity of 10
x 25 and I felt like I was looking
through a pinhole. To see long
distance with a big enough range,
it is recommended to start with
numbers like 8 x 32 or 10 x 32. They
run about $25 online, but are quite
small. If you really want to invest
in birding, buy something in the 8 x
42 to 10 x 42 range. Cornell Lab of
Ornithology has a great breakdown
of the optics best suited for bird
watching. Once you get binoculars,
use them sparingly and correctly.
It’s common to try and find a bird
with binoculars alone. Or to find
a bird with your eye, then look at

the binoculars, then try to find the
bird again. This is likely to leave you
disoriented and disappointed. First,
identify a bird solo, then continue
looking at it as you slowly bring the
binoculars up to your eye, keeping
the bird in view the whole time.
Get a field guide. Phone apps like
Audubon Birds and Merlin Bird ID
are great starters because they’re
free. They both have filters that
describe the birds, their calls, and
their range—three key factors in
proper identification. They also
both have location trackers and
can provide filters to indicate
which birds should be in your
area during that season. Books are
great too; my favorite guides are
Sibley’s and Peterson’s.
Get a map and learn your
habitats. One important
key to learning about birds is
knowing where to find them, and
understanding which kinds of birds
might like the areas you choose to
birdwatch in. Of course, this is a
long process, and you’ll learn as you
go, so be patient.
Don’t get frustrated. Even the
most experienced birders often
have a day of birding without
seeing much of anything. It
happens! For every good day of
birding, there could be 10 bad, but
with any outing comes experience;
and with experience, the odds
increase that tomorrow will be a
better day.

National Audubon Society
(Note: not affiliated with the local
Audubon Institute)
An organization that studies
birds and specializes in outreach
conservation initiatives, including
volunteer opportunities. Visit
audubon.org
Cornell Lab of Ornithology
Based out of Ithaca, New York.
Research from Cornell generates
a great amount of national and
international data for birds and
bird migration. The main website
is birds.cornell.edu, but they also
compile their research in the
following websites:
Allaboutbirds.org: Great weboriented guide for birds, including
information about their range,
habitat, and conservation status.
Birdcast.info: Generates weekto-week forecast for watching
migration. Using a combination
of weather patterns and radar of
bird migration, it offers predictions
of the best time to view birds
on the ground, with regional
considerations.
eBird.org: A compilation of work
from both the National Audubon
Society and Cornell Lab. It allows
birders to list the birds they have
seen in specific locations, and
with this data, they have created
amazing tools to better learn about
birds in a practical way. Itching to
see an Upland Sandpiper? Filter
eBird for that species in your state,
and it will give you past sightings
with dates and locations. They
also compile sightings throughout
the nation in map form, therefore
tracking migratory patterns of birds
throughout the year.
LABIRD
A listserve that can be sent to your
inbox, full of great tips from birders.
Instructions on how to join can be
found at lsu.edu/science/birdoffice/
resources/labird.php
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“ALWAYS ALL FUN”: THE WEIRD WORLD OF

DALE CROVER
by JENN ATTAWAY illustration L. STEVE WILLIAMS

Dale Crover has been a very busy man. Best known as the drummer of
the Melvins, he has also recently joined Honky and Red Kross, released
a solo album (The Fickle Finger of Fate), put out a new double album
with the Melvins (A Walk with Love and Death), toured with Red Kross,
and is currently on the road with the Melvins. Crover recently took a few
minutes to go in-depth about jamming with everyone from Eyehategod
to his own daughter, writing 30-second percussion songs, and what to
expect from an upcoming Melvins short film.

You’re known for filling in for
other drummers and sitting in or
collaborating with a wide variety
of bands and musicians. The one
in particular a lot of New Orleans
readers want to hear about is when
you sat in with Eyehategod after
Joey Lacaze passed away (right
after Aaron Hill joined the band).
And I know it’s been a while, but we
really didn’t hear much press about
that. It was at the Housecore Horror
Fest. How did that come about, and
can you describe the experience of
working with those guys?
Well, I’ve known Jimmy Bower since
probably either ’89 or early ‘90s. I’ve
been friends with him for a long time.
Actually, how it started was [Housecore
Vice-President] Kate Richardson got
ahold of me and said, “Hey, what do
you think about this?” I had heard
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about Joey and all that, and I knew
him, too—I knew all those guys—and
I thought it was a bummer. I was like,
“Sure, I would do it.” “Great!” So, we
got together and rehearsed. Jimmy
gave me a setlist and I learned all their
songs. Melvins was also playing at that
thing, and then Honky as well, so we all
ended up rehearsing at the same place.
Those guys brought all their amps into
the rehearsal room and turned up really
loud. I was like, “Maybe we should
turn down so we can hear these songs
and make sure I got everything.” So we
did, and it was funny because they’d
never practiced like that before. They
brought in 2 SVTs and full stacks, and
when we did that, they were like, “Oh,
this is cool! We can hear each other.
This is good! This is a good way to learn
stuff.” Yeah, so we just had a couple of
rehearsals, went over stuff, and played

the show. Pulled it off best I could and
it was fun. It was really great to do that.
It was really emotional all the way
around. And I think it helped those
guys to be able to get back to being a
band. And yeah, they had Aaron, and I
think they maybe already played with
him, too. But, I think they wanted to do
this as a special thing.
As demonstrated on your new solo
album, you’re actually skilled at
other instruments, and you can
sing. Have you ever collaborated
with any other band or musician on
an instrument other than drums?
Oh yeah! I’ve had this band, Altamont,
for a long time. Hey, we’ve even played
in New Orleans! Only once, but we did
play there. It’s a band I’ve had since
about ’94. We don’t play all that much
anymore, but we’ve got a bunch of
records out. We had records that came
out on Man’s Ruin in the ‘90s, 2000s.
Some of those dudes in that band are
involved with my new solo record. I
play guitar and sing and wrote songs
for that one. It’s funny, because people
have asked me, “Well, how come all of
a sudden you decided to do, like, a solo
record?” Well, I kind of have this other
band, and I can’t say it was a “solo”
thing because those guys were certainly
very involved in it. So, I’ve always
done that. And I started that band just
because I bought a guitar and got an
amp and wanted to see what it was like
to be in a band and play guitar. I played
guitar for a long time, so for me, it was
a fun thing to do. We’ve done that for
a long time. We did some tours and we
still get together occasionally and play.
I’ve always played guitar and stuff on
Melvins records—guitar parts of some
sort on certain songs, depending on

what’s going on. And I’ve always sang,
certainly, the whole time I’ve been in
the Melvins. Always, always. All that
stuff’s not really new, I guess.
It just feels like you’re always
known for being this powerhouse
drummer, and you’re that guy that
everyone gets excited about when
they hear, “Oh, Dale Crover’s gonna
sit in on drums with this band.” So,
when fans hear that you’re doing
something, they automatically
assume you’re playing drums, and
that’s where this question came
from: do people ever approach you
with the attitude, “You know, I just
really need Dale on guitar?”
[laughs] Yeah, not too often, I guess!
That’s why I usually just stick to drums.
I know what my bread-and-butter is!
What were some of your favorite
collaborations or times that you’ve
sat in with a band, other than
Melvins and your side project?
Well, most recently, I’m also the drummer
in Red Kross, and that’s been absolutely
a fucking blast! It’s all become somewhat
incestuous, I guess... I sometimes still
play with OFF! as well, whenever Mario
[Rubalcaba], their drummer, can’t do stuff.
He has a new baby, so there was a gig I
played not too long ago because his wife
just had the baby or was about to have the
baby, and there was no way he could do the
show, so…
So, wait: are you actually in Red
Kross, now? That’s permanent?
Yeah, I am. And most recently,
something I was involved in, something
very near and dear to me. My good
friends in Raging Slab, Elyse Steinman
(who was the guitar player and singer

in the band, and who was also married
to [Raging Slab cofounder] Greg
Strzempka), she passed away from a long
battle with lung cancer. You know, she
was an amazing person, and when she
was going through lung cancer, I would
talk with her regularly, you know, check
in with her and see how things were
going. And I would always hear from
her. She was really good about keeping
in touch. They were a band I played
with a little bit a long time ago. I played
a few shows, and did some fun stuff
with those guys. But, talking with her
toward the end of her life, she knew she
was going to die, and she didn’t really
want a funeral. She wanted us to have a
party. It’s hard to talk to someone when
they’re still alive and talk about them
not being there anymore or talk about
what they want. It’s heavy. But, anyway,
she wanted a party and she wanted us to
play music, and I got to get together with
Greg and also with Alec, who was the
bass player of Raging Slab, and I got to
play at a memorial for her. I mean, that
was awesome. So fun to do, and another
totally emotional gig that I’m really
happy I was involved in. It was really,
really cool. And it was a crazy weekend,
because the next day, I ended up playing
a gig with Red Kross, and then jumped
right into playing with Fantômas, and
then also playing with Melvins, then
back to playing with Red Kross, then
getting ready for this tour, then going on
tour, and now, here we are!
Last year, you were asked to record
these instrumental drum tracks
for this crazy record called “Skins,”
with six spindle holes and each
record was handmade. How did you
become involved in that project and
is that where all the short tracks on
Fickle Finger came from?
Yes. That’s exactly where they came
from. The people who had the idea for
that were the label Joyful Noise. I’ve
done stuff with them in the past, and
they’ve always been into weird, kind of
experimental stuff in the past; and also
they really like vinyl and doing weird
and interesting things with vinyl and
seeing how far they can take it... With
those guys, that’s been how and why
I’ve been able to do this stuff, or at least
have somebody be interested in putting
it out. [laughs] Otherwise, it’s a lot
harder to do, if you do something and
no one’s interested.
How did you feel about the resulting
product? I mean, it was 6 holes,
right? I’m still trying to wrap my
brain around that.
Yeah, haha, six holes! They had a couple
different ideas they could do with it and
they had this clear disc so when you
look at it, it just looks unplayable. It was
like, wait! How do those grooves work?
Simple: it’s all math, an optical illusion.
So, wherever you put the spindle hole
down, there will be a track that will
go along with it. But, being in that
format had its limitations, and so the
tracks could only be 30 seconds long.
Or shorter, you know? They thought
we might have to do shorter because
with vinyl, once you get closer to the
inside of the groove, then sound quality
goes down. So, you can’t do it. That was
actually kind of a crazy challenge: to try
to do 12 songs that were no more than
30 seconds long, that were just drums,

and to try to make those musical and
make sense. But we had fun doing it.
Dan Southwick, the bassist in
Altamont: he came in and played
bass on the song “Bad Move,” right?
He did, and he wrote that song. Or, we cowrote that song together, I should say.
Well, that kind of answers the
question, because I was wondering
what made you bring him in after
you already had [OFF! bassist] Steve
McDonald on the other bass tracks.
Do you have any plans to do any
more with Southwick, maybe bring
back Altamont, or are you guys still
doing stuff ?
Yeah, I hope we’ll do more. We plan on
it. Yeah, look, I’d love to. Dan’s one of
my songwriting buddies and we’ve been
doing stuff a long time.

sometimes, so I knew it would be just
perfect. So, that was fun. A day with dad
at the studio.
What were some of your favorite
tracks to record on Fickle Finger, and
why? What did you like about them?
Certainly “Bad Move,” like we already
talked about. I was messing around
with different drum tunings. Toshi
[Kasai, engineer] and I were talking
about some of the ways that they used
to record drums in the ‘70s and thought
that would be cool. Not necessarily
having the song sound like a ‘70s song,
but just that kind of vibe. That song has
that drum sound. We liked it enough
that we ended up using that on a few
different things, a few different songs
on the record, and even carried it over
to the Melvins record and messed
around with it a bit. Those songs were

"I TEND TO BREAK SOME
DRUMMING RULES"
I noticed your daughter’s on the
album. What was it like working with
her? Isn’t she really, really young?
She’s almost 12. She’s old enough to be
able to play a little bit.
Was it fun working together? Did
she get to write her own parts at all?
I just kind of told her what I wanted,
idea-wise, what I thought she should do,
and I helped her out with it a little. But
she plays. She plays at school, so she has
a good ear. You know, she’ll mess around
with a little drums now and then, and
stuff. Cuz we’ve always had drums at the
house and instruments laying around
and stuff like that. Anyway, I thought
she could add violin on this one song
and thought it would be cool, and so
she came down and we messed around
for a little bit and she got into it, and
it was cool, and she even added some
vocal stuff. That was good cuz she can
really yell sometimes. She’s a loud kid

fun just because it was something
kinda new and exciting and something
we hadn’t done before. And that song,
I really like because it’s just bass and
drums. There’s hardly any guitar in it at
all. Bass, drums, keyboards, and vocals.
Probably only about half of it has guitar
on it. That’s what I liked about it. I like
that it’s weird, a kind of minimalisticsounding, weird, creepy song. That one,
and then there’s another one called
“Little Brother;” that was fun, too, just
because it was a song I had written on
acoustic guitar and I knew I wanted to
record acoustic guitar on it. We always
have a good time in the studio, anyway.
It’s always all fun with me.

actually a soundtrack to an as-ofyet unreleased short film. What on
earth inspired you guys to decide,
“OK, well now, let’s do a short film”?
Why not? We thought it would be fun
to do. We hadn’t done anything quite
like that before. We don’t really make
videos, you know, not really. We thought
it would be something cool. You know,
with the Melvins, we always thought the
idea of the MTV-style video was kinda
dead. I think this is sort of a way we can
do something visual that will go along
with what we’re doing. It’s very weird
and artsy and abstract. Though, I just
did a video for “Bad Move” that is like an
MTV-style video! Sort of…
Your drum sound is larger-thanlife, but your actual drums are, too.
Everyone was asking to find out a
little bit about the kind of gear you
use, what sizes are they because
they seem really big, especially the
drums and the cymbals themselves.
But people were even asking if
you’re using garden gloves to drum
in or if they’re some sort of special
custom gloves. Can you give me a
little bit of information about the
gear you’re using?
So, my drums have actually shrunk,
but no one seems to have noticed.
But that’s OK. I use a Tama drum kit
and the sizes are actually smaller
than what I used to use. It’s a pretty
standard kit. I’m actually putting
together a new drum set that’s
going to be a 24-13-16. Everything’s
actually gotten smaller. Even myself.
Everything’s completely shrunk!
Nobody’s noticed. I guess it’s all
just stayed really proportionate.
It’s an optical illusion. But yeah,
my stuff is actually pretty standard
stuff. Some weird percussion stuff
that’s metal and clanky. I used to use
gardening gloves, but now I actually
use drumming gloves. They’re
pretty much just like golf gloves.
And I tend to break some drumming
rules, like using gardening gloves,
and China cymbals are, for some
reason, very unfashionable. At least
at the moment. And I‘ve got, well—
most people think it’s the Madonna
microphone, but it’s actually the
Sammy Hagar microphone because
he’s the first guy I saw use it. “The
Red Rocker.” And hey, he was in
Montrose, at least. So, at least it came
from somebody that did something
that was cool.
Catch Dale Crover with the Melvins
September 13th at One Eyed Jacks. For
more information on The Fickle Finger of
Fate, check out joyfulnoiserecordings.com

Another example of you guys
constantly innovating things is the
Melvins’ new double album, A Walk
with Love and Death. One half of
it is “Death,” and the other album
is entitled “Love.” So, “Love” is
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REVIEWS

BÊNNÍ
I&II
(GONER)
Self-described as a purveyor of “HiNRG new age” music from “an H
Class planet far across the cosmic
highways,” it wouldn’t be a stretch to
characterize Benny Divine, or BÊNNÍ,
as an eccentric. Indeed, for ambitious
listeners, I&II will prove a treat.
This album is a party held by John
Carpenter with Kraftwerk and Todd
Rundgren as guests of honor. Jabbing
arpeggios anchor driving motorik beats,
while more delicate flourishes and
ripping key leads reach great heights.
The album isn’t entirely beat-driven,
however, and the pure ambient tracks
are dense, yet tasteful. This is music
for true space cadets, which extends
to the album’s magma planet cover art
and track titles such as “Pyrran Control
Station” and “Moons of Almuric.”
This would be a great album to take
with you on a trip to another galaxy, or
otherwise. —Corey Cruse

DALE CROVER
THE FICKLE FINGER OF FATE
(JOYFUL NOISE)
Dale Crover is legendary as the prolific
drummer of The Melvins. When most
people think of him, they tend to think
of powerful, thunderous rhythms, and
not his work as a singer or guitarist.
On The Fickle Finger of Fate, Crover’s
debut full-length solo album, he plays
90% of the instruments, including
guitar, keyboards, and vocals (at times
unexpectedly dreamy)—in addition to
his trademark drumming. Contributors
include longtime Melvins engineer
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Toshi Kasai, current Melvins/Red
Kross bassist Steven McDonald, Dan
Southwick (bassist of Crover’s side
project, Altamont), and Scarlett Crover,
his 12-year-old daughter (on violin,
percussion, and vocals). Nine of the 20
songs on the album are instrumental
drum tracks that clock in at 30
seconds or less, originally recorded
for the experimental 6-spindle-hole
record, Skins. Southwick co-wrote and
appears on the grunge-y, bass-driven
track “Bad Move.” “Hillbilly Math”
is a more straightforward, driving
rock tune, while “Tiny Sound” gives a
tribal-sounding nod to Pork Soda-era
Primus. The range of styles presented
throughout Fickle Finger makes for a
satisfying listen, sure to please any of
Crover’s fans. —Jenn Attaway

lends vocals to is difficult enough
to categorize, what with his manic
screams, high-pitched screeching, and
minor-key vocal harmonies. A couple
of the songs were released before
the album, including “Grave Slave,”
a limited sneak peak of “Shillelagh,”
and “Seizure and Desist,” which came
out as the first single. The album also
includes a pretty straightforward,
albeit faster and more percussionheavy cover of Bauhaus’ “Bela Lugosi’s
Dead.” “Idiopathic” features dual vocals
by Patton and original singer Gabe
Serbian, with lots of subtle backing
vocals. Fans of Patton’s vocal acrobatics,
Lombardo’s aggressive drumming, and
the blitzing guitar and bass of Retox’s
Mike Crain and Justin Pearson are
going to be glad they checked this one
out. —Jenn Attaway

DÄLEK
ENDANGERED PHILOSOPHIES
(IPECAC)
Dälek’s live shows rival the heaviest
doom metal, the most banging ‘90s hiphop, and the loudest drone orchestra.
Some might try to classify them in
their own genre, but if you ask the MC
himself, Dälek are entirely hip-hop.
So keep your shoegaze comparisons
to yourself, naw meen? On this, their
seventh album (and the second after
a considerable hiatus), they continue
to bring the aggressive, relentless
onslaught of both beats and lyrics
that express the brutal reality of our
current world. While the themes of
Dälek remain intense, there are tracks
on all of their albums that are more
atmospheric and cinematic; on this
album in particular, Dälek have made
some of their best. Simply put, this
is music for people who love hip-hop
and unique music, recognize where we
struggle as a nation, refuse to accept the
injustice, and want to start a dialectic.
—Edward Pellegrini
DEAD CROSS
S/T
(IPECAC / THREE ONE G)
It’s exhilarating to hear Dave Lombardo
and Mike Patton together again. Dead
Cross describes their self-titled debut
as “hardcore punk,” but one could
easily argue that it’s more along the
lines of “crossover,” as its roots in metal
are apparent. Truly, anything Patton

LIMP WRIST
FACADES
(LA VIDA ES UN MUS)
My friend Andy Rötzz has described 2017
as a “metal renaissance.” In contrast,
underground hardcore punk has been
a letdown thus far this year. Finally,
however, queer hardcore titans Limp
Wrist have answered the call, unveiling
their first record in nine years: Facades.
In a world—including the punk scene—
increasingly fraught with hyper-divisive
segmentation, Limp Wrist remains a
band capable of unity. Anyone who has
witnessed their spontaneous energy can
attest to this power. The ability to absorb
ridicule and persevere in this daunting
world shines through on the track
“Thick Skin.” “A Little Nervous,” a title
applicable to people in myriad situations
both in and out of punk, showcases how
trepidation can always be overcome.
Facades exudes the pummeling, spityour-anger-out hardcore that Limp
Wrist has long personified. However, the
record’s last three songs are a stylistic
departure; “My Mind,” “Dead Artist,”
and “Systems in Place” suggests a
possible Limp Wrist-Northwest Indiana
collaboration with outfits such as The
Coneheads to create their interpretation
of mutant electronic music. Such a
fusion of sounds and personalities again
exemplifies how Limp Wrist can unite
the tribes. —Dan McCoy

FRI(G)ID
THE TERMINOLOGY IS FLAWED
(SELF-RELEASED)
For those uninitiated with fri(G)id,
they have been performing in bars,
DIY spaces, and houses for the past few
years. Each performance, seemingly
better than the last, captivates and
punishes alike. The Terminology Is
Flawed is the first official recorded
document of the project. Layers of
abrasive audio concrete meld with
vocals and topical speech samples.
Pain, gender, identity at large, and
the intersection of these topics are
all explored, the album title a thesis
statement. Among the standout tracks
are “Strait Talk,” featuring Fatplastik,
“Efficacy (Penis Envy),” and the
crushing album closer, “Vagina Wasp.”
Mastered by Baltimore noise luminary
Eric Trude (a.k.a. Stress Orphan),
Terminology hits like a semi-truck,
exactly how a great harsh noise album
should sound. —Corey Cruse

LOST BAYOU RAMBLERS
KALENDA
(RICE PUMP)
As a Polish kid from the Rust Belt, I
thought “zydeco” was just a funny
word I saw in Windows Media Player
in high school. After assimilating
more into Louisiana, I’ve found that
zydeco is an exciting tradition. As a
fan of experimental and punk music,
the cosmopolitan progressivism Lost
Bayou Ramblers brings to zydeco makes
for an approachable immersion. This
time around, they’ve brought in LCD
Soundsystem and Arcade Fire producer
Korey Richey, Pogues member Spider

Stacey, Jimmy “King James” Horn,
Dickie Landry, and Leyla McCalla to
augment their already skillful synthesis
of Cajun heritage and post-punk
experimentalism. The album’s title is
yet another token to the band’s syncretic
approach to Cajun and Creole traditions;
Kalenda is a multi-layered reference
to a Haitian stick fight, a Louisianian
rhythm, a pan-Caribbean dance, and
a storied Cajun woman. While the
band’s work has always been Cajun
first, synthesizers and ensuing postrock atmospheres have been a massive
deviation, and Kalenda offers such
further experiments as industrial throb
(“Freetown Crawl Fightin’ville Brawl”)
and Hawaiian slide guitar (“Aloha
Golden Meadow”). Kalenda is a dazzling
listen that continues the Ramblers’
passionate, futurist crossbreeding of
zydeco with the American and British
underground. —Ben Miotke

post-metal icons such as Cave In and
Helmet—though Space Cadaver deviates
in a way that maximizes their three piece
format and resonates more with the New
Orleans punk aesthetic. As a three piece,
Space Cadaver foregoes the conventional
inclusion of synthesizers and thereby a
lot of codified ambient atmospheres that
typically manifest in post-metal. Instead,
there’s a crusty, blackened quality to their
guttural, grunted vocals and less refined
production. Limited edition tapes from C
Rage are at local stores and available at the
band’s frequent live shows. —Ben Miotke

ROOM 101 ONE MAN BAND
S/T
(SUMMARY EXECUTION)
Unlike the usual punk rock house show
fare of sweaty boys sternly spraying torrid
riffs, Room 101 was, in my first exposure,
one man, a guitar, pre-recorded tracks,
and a projector displaying a montage of
political action. Sole member Roburt
Reynolds breaks from his predominantly
white, male peers in local punk by
evoking Big Black’s sound and offering a
more intersectional context to his radical
leftist subject matter by way of montage.
Local label Summary Execution now
offers up Reynolds’ mutant rancor in
Room 101’s new self-titled LP. It blisters
with the synth-damaged noise rock of
Reynolds’ live show, but clarifies his
sound to show aspects of the Jesus
Lizard, U.S. Maple, and Devo. Reynolds’
lyrics, often howled statements of
distinctly post-punk social grotesquerie,
can be difficult to unpack from the
convulsing, mechanized din. But the
sum of these facets is a distorted, critical
portraiture of the educated male as he is
affected by the status quo. Recommended
for weirdo MRR readers and fans of locals
Mystic Inane, Special Interest, and Rim
Job. —Ben Miotke
SPACE CADAVER
S/T
(C RAGE)
New Orleans has plenty of sludge, but
Space Cadaver’s new release on local
metal/hardcore label C Rage launches
it into the mid-’90s post-metal realm.
Metal and post-metal listeners will find
a fair amount of familiarity in power
grooves, astral guitar effects, and somber/
bombastic dynamics keeping with

STANTON MOORE
WITH YOU IN MIND: THE
SONGS OF ALLEN TOUSSAINT
(COOL GREEN)
On With You In Mind, Galactic’s Stanton
Moore delivers a shining testament to
Allen Toussaint. Recorded only weeks
after Toussaint’s passing, Moore’s band
quickly learned numbers from the legend’s
songbook. As a result, the tunes feel fresh
and in the moment, instead of stiffly over
rehearsed. The group pulls “Everything
I Do Gonna Be Funky” out of its normal
time signature and reconstructs it,
creating something distinctly their own.
The album sports a who’s who of New
Orleans music, including Trombone
Shorty, Donald Harrison Jr., and Cyril
Neville, who sings on half of the album.
“Night People,” sung by Neville, breathes
a funky humidity that is distinctly
Toussaint. Jolynda Kiki Chapman’s
vocals spill with emotion on the romantic
ballad “All These Things.” On the title
track, Moore’s trio strips away the special
guests and reminds listeners that their
strong musicianship is the foundation of
this album. Pianist David Torkanowsky
sparsely lays down the song’s signature
melodies while bassist James Singleton
shines forth with a beautiful solo. The
album closes with Wendell Pierce reciting
the lyrics to “Southern Nights” over a
sparse drumbeat, before Moore’s trio
and Nicholas Payton dive deep into an
instrumental rendition.
—William Archambeault
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LINCOLN IN THE BARDO
GEORGE SAUNDERS
(RANDOM HOUSE)

DEAR WHITE PEOPLE
DIR. JUSTIN SIMIEN
(NETFLIX)

Acclaimed short story writer George
Saunders, in his first novel, trains his
dry, puckish prose on a freighted subject:
Abraham Lincoln at the moment of his
young son’s death during the escalation
of the Civil War. The grieving President
visits a graveyard whose inhabitants
are unwilling to let go of their earthly
attachments, remaining stuck in the
bardo, a Buddhist concept somewhat
like purgatory (Saunders excels here
at twinning Buddhist and Christian
concepts). Their spoken commentary
makes up most of the novel’s content,
along with a wide range of “citations”
from Lincoln-related writing,
including scholarly sources, letters,
and contemporary written accounts.
The novel contains no exposition,
and the multiplicity of voices allows
Saunders to recreate a major historical
moment while having fun with periodspecific language. This is a familiar and
entertaining Saunders diversion, and
in general the book is an expansion of
his distinct style. But what makes this
novel excellent is how empathetically
it treats the most mysterious causes of
attachment and suffering, like death,
regret, and love. In the image of the
grieving Lincoln, we can’t come to terms
with our circumstances, but must act
regardless. The novel’s deep engagement
with this position makes it a profoundly
rewarding read. —Travis Bird

Dear White People captures the
complexities of the Black student
experience at Winchester, a
predominantly white, Ivy League
university. Writer, director, and show
creator Justin Simien has smoothly
translated his original 2014 film of the
same name, bringing it to a new Netflix
audience. In ten chapters, Dear White
People explores individuality, sexual
identity, police brutality, education, and
racism; these come together to paint
the bigger picture of being a minority
in a society that is too ignorant (or
too self-conscious) to care. Using the
platform of her on-campus radio show
“Dear White People,” central character
Samantha White expresses outrage
over a blackface party called “Dear
Black People;” hosted by popular White
fraternity, Pastiche. The offense over
the party drives the narrative arc of the
season, but the show also explores the
interaction within the Black student
body, highlighting debates on classism
and skin tone. With strong dialogue
and exceptional acting, Dear White
People uncovers genuine issues in every
episode. And although the title can be
intimidating, it invites people of all
races to join in on the uncomfortable,
but necessary conversation about
racism. —Morgan Lawrence

SALVAGE THE BONES
JESMYN WARD
(BLOOMSBURY)
Teenage Esch narrates the story of
herself and her family in the days leading
up to Hurricane Katrina. They live in
Bois Sauvage, in rural Mississippi, on a
property they call The Pit. Her daddy
is trying to protect their land from
the onslaught of August storms. Her
brother Skeetah is obsessed with his pit
bull, China, and trying to keep China’s
puppies alive. Randall is playing to win
a scholarship to basketball camp. Little
Junior is eating Top Ramen like crackers
and trying to pet China’s pups. Esch is
sick and dealing with her first, unrequited
love. None of them are prepared for
what is about to hit them, but as the
winds grow stronger, the reader can
feel the bonds of friends and family
and community supporting them. The
author was born and raised in DeLisle,
Mississippi and offers an inside look into
what it can feel like to be Black and poor
in the rural South. Her lyrical writing
sweeps the reader into the vortex of the
coming storm. Ward wrote this novel to
help people remember what happened in
August of 2005, lest we forget to reconcile
our mistakes and turn up unprepared for
the next one. —Alex Taylor
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THE OATH
DIR. BALTASAR KORMÁKUR
(RVK STUDIOS)
The Hippocratic Oath states that
one must acknowledge the awesome
responsibility and humility of holding
human lives in one’s hands while
accepting the fate of mortality, cresting
with the promise that, “Above all, I
must not play at God.” The Oath follows
Finnur, a soft-spoken surgeon who
lives in the quiet, affluent suburbia of
Iceland. This psychological thriller
is anchored by writer/director/
lead actor Baltasar Kormákur (101
Reykjavik, Everest, Contraband). As
Finnur, he struggles to pull his eldest,
addict daughter Anna away from her
drug-dealing boyfriend, Ottar. In an
effort to get Ottar arrested, Finnur
ends up owing him $6 million dollars
for his confiscated cocaine—and that’s
the wholesale price. He then resorts
to taking the law into his own hands
to keep Ottar away from Anna. The
audience is in for an intense action
thriller scored with dark, ominous
strings that perfectly set the tone for
the frozen backdrop. Reminiscent of
Taken, Finnur’s character takes on new
dimension as his role shifts from heroic
father to sinister villain. The Oath
premieres at Zeitgeist for a weeklong
run starting Friday, September 8th.
—Morgan Lawrence

PONDEROSA STOMP MIX TAPE
The Ponderosa Stomp seeks to preserve the memories of influential, magnificent
performers of the past by reintroducing them to today’s audiences. “Artists who
could nail vocal takes in the studio, without the benefit of auto-tune or even adequate
microphones, were the order of the day, and they invented pop music,” the festival’s
website says. “They are still out there among us, and the Stomp exists to celebrate these
architects of American music.” Here are just some of the highlights of this year’s Stomp.
GARAGE ROCK/PUNK
Roky Erickson, the 13th Floor Elevators
frontman, will be headlining the festival
this year. Aside from “You’re Gonna
Miss Me” from the groundbreaking 1966
psych-rock album The Psychedelic Sounds
of the 13th Floor Elevators (which further
elevated surf-rock reverb to an astralplane existential state), anticipate hearing
some selections from the also-great Easter
Everywhere, which features heady rocker
“(I’ve Got) Levitation” (where trippy lines
abound, like “The ocean rolls below me,
expanding plastic views”) along with an
excellent cover of Bob Dylan’s “It’s All
Over Now, Baby Blue.”

For fans of loud-and-proud groups like
The Supremes, Evie Sands satisfies
similar passions and pains. The
emotional “Take Me for a Little While”
is a classic example of female artists
admitting heartbreak while affirming
their dignity and self-worth.
Willie West is another of those men
who excel at masculine bloodletting.
“I’m Still A Man (Lord Have Mercy)”
will have anyone hanging on every word
with arresting intensity.

Billy Boy Arnold held his own when he
recorded with Bo Diddley, and he shows
on “Move on Down the Road” that he
can certainly handle his own sound as
well. And that harmonica on “I Wish
You Would” is to die for.
Bill Dahl describes Johnny Knight on
the Stomp’s website as “The epitome
of Hollywood rock & roll cool from
outer Space.” ‘Nuff said—but his loudand-fast “Rock & Roll Guitar” is typical
badass fare from rock’s early period.
HOMEGROWN ROCK
Doug Kershaw, the fiddler from Tiel
Ridge in Cameron Parish, might be the
most famous Cajun musician. He went
as far to play fiddle on Bob Dylan’s SelfPortrait record. “Johnny Can’t Dance”
thumps with wild energy and vigor,

The Detroit-based Gories features
snare-banging badass Peggy O’Neill and
fuzzy guitar work from Mick Collins
and Dan Kroha. The percussion-heavy
“Hey, Hey We’re the Gories” and headbanger love song “Nitroglycerine”
makes you wonder how early rockabilly
didn’t feature a mosh pit.
In the same vein, Never Been Caught
by The Mummies—the band’s only
record—has a low-budget aesthetic
that was surely an influence on the lo-fi
recordings of the early ‘90s. And yes,
in case you were wondering, they do
perform in bandage-wrapped costumes.

Winfield Parker croons with classic
“wacka-chicka” rhythm guitars and
blurting brass in a way that any soul
aficionado would enjoy. “I Wanna
Be With You” captures Four Tops’
humanity and The Temptations’ desire,
while “28 Days” will make your soul
clap with bliss.

are some YouTube tutorials out
there about how to use them that
are specifically tailored for plus size
women, and you can always take it
to your midwife or OB and ask for
tips as well.
Be prepared for some
procedures not to work the same
way they do for your thinner
friends. Your provider might need
longer to find your baby’s heartbeat
with the doppler and an ultrasound
might not result in cute frameable
pictures of your baby. We went
in for our anatomy scan at the 19
week mark and the tech told us
that unfortunately the baby was
still too small and curled up to get
an accurate picture of all the organ
systems, so we were rescheduled
for 25 weeks. She was super polite
and never mentioned my weight,
but the ultrasound report (which
I guess they think people don’t
know how to read) made a note
that the suboptimal view was due
to “maternal body habitus”—a.k.a.,
this girl is fat. It’s hard not to take
things like that on the chin, but I
just have to remind myself that as
long as I am taking care of myself
and this baby, I can’t let those
sorts of things get to me. I’ve got a
miracle to nurture, people.

If you encounter a provider who
treats you inferiorly or cruelly
because of your size, know that you
have options and you don’t have
to accept that kind of treatment.
There is a valid discussion to be
had with plus size women about
how to manage pregnancy weight
gain, nutrition, and exercise, but
never forget that you are deserving
of respect.

CLASSIC R&B

Versatile lefty guitarist Barbara Lynn
has been topping charts since her 1962
hit “You’ll Lose A Good Thing.” She
commands and owns her space in a
track like “I’m A Good Woman,” and
swoons with grace on “You’re Gonna
Need Me” and “You Can’t Be Satisfied.”

cont'd from pg. 14

BE YOUR OWN ADVOCATE

Surf-inspired Los Straitjackets has
been turning out cover songs and
original material for almost 30 years.
Their double-picked guitars and snareheavy drumming are always a welcome
sound, especially on “New Siberia” and
the rollicking “Space Mosquito.”

Archie Bell’s “Tighten Up - Pt.1” is a
one-song school of music. As he defines
“the tighten-up,” each instrument
falls into play, and anyone can hear
how each musician contributes to the
overall structure of the song. His alsopopular “And the Beat Goes On” and “I
Can’t Stop Dancing” groove and move
to luscious tones on guitar and keys
along with slick drumwork.

WRITING FOR TWO

Fans of the R&B-friendly soundtrack
to this summer’s Baby Driver will
recognize Carla Thomas from her
sweet-and-slick “B-A-B-Y.” She’ll be
performing at the Stomp this year with
her sister, Vaneese Thomas.
EARLY ROCK
The thick beats of Gary U.S. Bonds
permeate one of the most fruitful
periods of exciting music in American
music history. His early 1960s hit “New
Orleans” is right up there with Ray
Charles’ “What’d I Say” in terms of
rhythm and groove.
Roy Head’s rich guitar tone manages to
capture blues, country, and soul at any
given point. To see his range, check out
the blazing “Treat Her right, “The Most
Wanted Woman in Town,” and “Last
Call for Lovin’.”

while “Louisiana Man” and “Diggy
Liggy Lo” set a standard for acrobatic
melody-flow of Cajun rock.
Linda Gail Lewis contributed sass
and dancy beats the decade after her
brother, Jerry Lee, set the world on fire
with his anarchic piano playing. See how
she does it on the hip-twisting “Nothin
Shakin (But the Leaves on the Trees).”
The fast-paced funk of Lil’ Buck & the
Top Cats make the kind of groovy jams
that get stuck in milk-crate obscurity at
record shops across the country. “Cat
Scream” and “Monkey in a Sack” will
get you out of your dampest moods.
—Joey Laura

Don’t give your hard-earned
money to a doctor who right off the
bat tells you that you’ll probably
get gestational diabetes or preeclampsia or end up needing a
c-section. If you want a natural
vaginal delivery and they tell you
it’s not possible, close the door in
their face. You can have a healthy
pregnancy, but you need to act
with purpose and intention and be
surrounded by supportive people to
do it. Size does matter, but science
is starting to admit that it doesn’t
always directly correlate to health.
Take care of yourself—mind, body,
and soul. It’s the best thing you can
do for yourself and your baby.

The Ponderosa Stomp takes place October 5th 7th and includes live performances, conferences,
a record show, a DJ night and more. Check out
ponderosastomp.com for more info as well as
multiple Stomp playlists on Spotify.
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LISTINGS
Saturday 9/2
Bar Redux: Ruby & The Rogues, 9pm
Blue Nile: Washboard Chaz Blues Trio,
7pm; Drew Tucker - 11pm; Marigny Street
Brass Band,10pm (Balcony); DJ Black Pearl,
1am (Balcony)
Checkpoint Charlie’s: Love Jones, 4pm;
Salina Salomon + Noel Tanner & the Filthy
No Nos, 7pm; The Ubaka Brothers, 11pm
Chickie Wah Wah: Sarah Quintana & Kid
KaBoom, 8pm
Circle Bar: Chris Billiot, 7pm; Swinging Doors
+ Unpleasant Peasants (NO COVER), 10pm
d.b.a.: New Orleans Jazz Vipers, 7pm; Cyril
Neville & Swamp Funk + The Fuel, 11pm
Dragon’s Den: Samba Soul Saturdays ft.
Brazilian Fashion Show, 7pm; Talk Nerdy To
Me- Burlesque Revue, 7pm; Sexy Back with
DJ Dizzi + DJ Heel Turn, 10pm
Gasa Gasa: Quintessential Octopus,
Mariine, Particle Devotion, Food Group, 9pm
Hi-Ho: Louisiana Leather, 7pm; Pink Room
Project, 11pm
House of Blues: The Co & Co Travelin’
Show, 12pm; Marcos & Crescent Citizen,
3:30pm; LouMuzik Live: DEBRIS +
PARIS AVENUE + 16 BUCKS BAND +
CAT BAMBOO, 6:30pm; Big Al & The
Heavyweights, 7pm; Bad Girls of Burlesque
- in the Parish, 8pm; Fayard Lindsey, 10pm
Howlin Wolf: Music x Art Madness III, 9pm
Joy Theater: A Very Sordid Wedding:
Louisiana Premiere, A Film by Del Shores,
Q&A w/ Director Del Shores and Producer
Emerson Collins following the screening,
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2pm; SOPHIE, Delish Da Goddess, Nice
Rack B2B Rusty Lazer, 10pm
Maison: Chance Bushman & The
Ibervillianaires, 1pm; Leah Rucker, 4pm;
Smoking Time Jazz Club, 7pm; Raw Deal +
Ashton Hines & The Big Easy Brawlers, 10pm
The New Movement: Knockout!, 7:30pm;
Claws with Fangs, 9pm; The Megaphone
Show, 10:30pm
One Eyed Jacks: Joe Fiore presents FUR
BALL Southern Decadence, 10pm
Portside: The Green Demons, 9pm
Republic: BACK TO NOLA ft
CRWNS + BÀWLDY + BRANDO +
DAVESTATEOFMIND + FITZ +
K9NE + LA80S + QUAVIUSBLACK +
REDBARRINGTON + TVBOO, 10pm
Santos: LABRY’S TWO SIDED AXE
DANCE PARTY, 10pm
Siberia: Sabine McCalla, Dominique Le
Juene, Chelsea Cheecharon, 6pm; Gal
Holiday & the Honky Tonk Revue + DAMN
GINA, 10pm ($8)
Three Keys (Ace Hotel): JD Samson and
Christeene, 9pm
Tipitina’s: Future Families of Funk Feat. Ryan
Batiste & Raw Revolution, The Rahim Glaspy
Experience, and R&R Music Group, 10pm
Sunday 9/3
Banks St. Bar Bar: Winslow, 1pm; Banks
St. Barreet’s Got Talent hosted by Ron &
Tina, 5pm
Bar Redux: Swamp Swamp Community
Flea Market, 2pm; Toby O’Brien, 9pm

Blue Nile: Mykia Jovan, 7:30pm; Street
Legends Brass Band, 11pm
Checkpoint Charlie’s: Open Mic featuring
Jim Smith, 8pm
Chickie Wah Wah: Viva Greazy Alice:
44th Anniversary Celebration of Jerry Jeff
Walker’s, 9pm
Circle Bar: Micah McKee & friends, 7pm;
Country Night w/ DJ Pasta (NO COVER), 10pm
Civic: Paz Fest IV: A New Orleans Tribute
To Joni Mitchell, 7pm
d.b.a.: Sunday Swampede w/Corey Ledet &
his Zydeco Band, 5pm; Corey Henry & the
Treme Funktet, 10pm
Dragon’s Den: Open Jazz Jam w/ Anuragg
Pendyal, 7pm; Church*, 10pm
Hi-Ho: NOLA Comedy Hour Open Mic, 8pm
House of Blues: Gospel Brunch, 10am;
Jason Bishop, 6pm; Requiem, 10pm; Mannie
Fresh & DJ Soul Sister: Body Rock, 10pm
Howlin Wolf: Hot 8 Brass Band
Maison: Swingin’ Jazz Brunch with Chance
Bushman & The NOLA Jitterbugs, 10am;
The Function, 1pm; Sidewalk Swing, 4pm;
Meghan Stewart, 7pm; Higher Heights, 10pm
The New Movement: BETA, 8pm
One Eyed Jacks: CREAM! Starring MILK
from RuPaul’s Drag Race, 8pm
Poor Boys: Twin Peaks: Return Series
Finale, 6pm
Portside: Sunday Blues Jam, 8pm
Santos: NOFU (Rome, Italy HxC) + Donkey
Puncher + Romasa, 8pm
Siberia: Natalie Mae w/ Alex Bosworth,
8pm ($7)
Three Keys (Ace Hotel): THRILLS &
WONDERS with Nicole Lynn Foxx & The
Moonshine Players, 7:30pm
Monday 9/4
Banks St. Bar: Piano Showcase, 7pm; Lillii
Lewis Band, 9pm; Montague, 9pm
Blue Nile: Jeff Chaz (blues), 7pm; Marigny

Street Brass Band, 9pm
Checkpoint Charlie’s: HG Breland, 7pm
Chickie Wah Wah: Justin Molaison,
5:30pm; Alex McMurray & Paul Sanchez
“Song Swap”, 8pm
Circle Bar: Phil the Tremolo King, 7pm;
A Motown Monday w/ DJ Shane Love (NO
COVER), 9:30pm
Dragon’s Den: Monday Night Swing, 7pm;
Hangover Monday’s w/ DJ Ill-Medina, 11pm
Hi-Ho: Bluegrass Pickin’ Party, 8pm;
Instant Opus Improvised Series, 10pm
House of Blues: Marsellus Fariss, 6pm
Maison: Chicken & Waffles, 4pm; The Royal
Roses, 7pm; RnR Music Group, 8:09pm
Mudlark Theatre: Nacros | Killer Dale |
Thinny, 7pm
The New Movement: Knockout: Last One
Standing, 9pm
One Eyed Jacks: Blind Texas Marlin (in
the front lounge), 10pm
Santos: Open Mic Night w Host Ms. Stacey, 7pm
Siberia: Pub Trivia, 7pm; Comic Strip,
9:30pm
Three Keys (Ace Hotel): LOBBY: DJ
KATHI and Malcolm Elijah, 8pm
Tuesday 9/5
Bar Redux: The Spontaneous Show, 8pm
Blue Nile: Waterseed (funk), 9pm
Checkpoint Charlie’s: Jamie Lynn Vessels,
7pm; Jordan Matthew Young, 11pm
Chickie Wah Wah: Chip Wilson, 5:30pm;
Alvin Youngblood Hart, 8pm
Circle Bar: Carl LeBlanc, 7pm; Aquarium +
The Switch + more tba, 9:30pm ($5)
Gasa Gasa: Jeff Taylor, Eric “Benny”
Bloom, 9pm
House of Blues: Michael Liuzza, 6pm
Howlin Wolf: Comedy Beast (free show)
Maison: Eight Dice Cloth, 4pm; Gregory
Agid Quartet, 6:30pm
Mudlark Theatre: Period BOMB |

Blotchouts | Three Brained Robot | Chamois
Boys | Fatplastik | Burundanga, 7pm
One Eyed Jacks: Thee Oh Sees with
Bottomfeeders, 9pm
Siberia: DJ Pasta: Hangover Tavern (no
cover), 9pm
Three Keys (Ace Hotel): LOBBY:
Untouchable Numbers: Celebrating John
Cage, 12am; LOBBY: Selectors at Ace, 8pm
Zeitgeist: Adam Sekular-curated short
films in homage to David Lynch’s Black
Lodge in Twin Peaks, 7pm
Wednesday 9/6
Banks St. Bar: Free BLTs & Major Bacon, 10pm
Bar Redux: CINEMA NOIR: The Maltese
Falcon + The Big Sleep, 9pm
Blue Nile: New Orleans Rhythm Devils,
8:30pm; New Breed Brass Band, 11pm
Checkpoint Charlie’s: T Bone Stone & the
Happy Monsters, 7pm; Voodoo Wagon, 11pm
Chickie Wah Wah: Lilli Lewis, 5:30pm;
Jamey St Pierre, 8pm
Circle Bar: The Iguanas, 7pm
d.b.a.: Tin Men, 7pm; Walter Wolfman
Washington & the Roadmasters, 10pm
Dragon’s Den: Groove Therapy, 10pm;
Dancehall Classics with DJ T-Roy’s
International Sound System, 11pm
Gasa Gasa: Think No Think, Bahamacide,
Drudian Pink, 10pm
Hi-Ho: Progression Music Series, 9pm
House of Blues: Cary Hudson, 6pm; Will
Hoge plus Dan Layus (of Augustana), 7pm;
Comedy Gold! with Leon Blanda, 7pm; Jet
Lounge, 11pm
Maison: Dinosaurchestra, 4pm; The New
Orleans Jazz Vipers, 6:30pm; Brasszilla, 9:30pm
The New Movement: Dean’s List, 8pm;
Chris & Tami, 9:30pm
Portside: Vacation w/ DJ Pasta, 10pm
Siberia: Hot for Teacher (Happy Hour for
educators), 5pm; S.I.N, 9pm
Three Keys (Ace Hotel): Helen Gillet + 1, 9pm
Tipitina’s: WTUL & Tipitina’s Present:
Black Joe Lewis and the Honeybears +
Lightnin’ Malcolm, 9pm
Thursday 9/7
Bar Redux: Music and Poetry, 9pm
Blue Nile: Micah McKee and Little Maker,
7pm; Reggae Night with DJ T-ROY presented
by Bayou International, 11pm; Higher
Heights Reggae Band, 11pm (Balcony)
Checkpoint Charlie’s: Bob & the Thunder,
7pm; Aoleon and Gardiner, 11pm
Chickie Wah Wah: Happy Hour w/ Phil
DeGruy, 6pm; Paul Sanchez & Justin
Molaison “Song Swap”, 8pm
Circle Bar: Natalie Mae & Gina Leslie,
7pm; Una Walkenhorst + Shannon Jae (NO
COVER), 10pm
d.b.a.: Jon Cleary, 7pm; Little Freddie King, 10pm
Dragon’s Den: Crescent Fresh Stand-Up,
7:30pm; Disco Thursdays ft. DJ Randall
Smooth, 10pm
Gasa Gasa: Downtown Boys, Special
Interest, 9pm
Hi-Ho: 90s Mixtape Party ft. Chaper Soul, 9pm
House of Blues: Taco Thursday with
Treces del Sur Trio, 5pm; Jake Landry,
6pm; Spencer Racca, 6pm; DJ Raj Smoove’s
Throwback Thursday, 10pm
Howlin Wolf: Comedy Gumbeaux (free show)
Maison: The Good For Nothin’ Band,
4pm; Sweet Substitute Jazz Band, 7pm;
Dysfunktional Bone, 10pm
The New Movement: Mothership, 8pm
One Eyed Jacks: Fast Times ‘80s Dance
Night with DJ Fayard, 10pm
Orpheum: The Little Mermaid, 1:30pm;
Boss Baby, 3:30pm; The Sting, 7pm
Poor Boys: Death of Kings + Bloodsick +
Kavyk, 9pm
Portside: Tangiers Combo, 10pm
Siberia: Eastern Bloc Party - Salt Wives (no
cover), 10pm
Three Keys (Ace Hotel): The Asylum
Chorus, 10pm
Tipitina’s: Wild Magnolias Reunion Show +

Brass Lightning, 9pm
UNO St. Claude Art Gallery:
“Counterpart” + “The Figure and Narrative”
Professor Michael Ananian, 6pm
Friday 9/8
Blue Nile: Caesar Brothers Funk Box, 7pm;
Soul Brass Band, 11pm; Strange Roux (rock),
10pm (Balcony); DJ Black Pearl, 1am (Balcony)
Checkpoint Charlie’s: Voodoo Wagon, 4pm;
Important Gravy, 7pm; Jerk Officers, 11pm
Chickie Wah Wah: Michael Pearce, 6pm;
Jon Cleary, 8pm
Circle Bar: Rik Slave’s Country Persuasion,
7pm; Static Masks + if/then + Luckily I’m
the Hunter + Monster Strut, 10pm ($5)
d.b.a.: Linnzi Zaorski, 6pm; Walter Wolfman
Washington & the Roadmasters, 10pm
Dragon’s Den: Max Bronstein Music, 7pm;
Comedy F*ck Yeah, 8pm; Buena Vista Social
Latin Dance Party, 10pm; The Tipping Point
w/ DJ RQ Away, 11pm
Hi-Ho: Flashback to the Future ‘80s & ‘90s
Dance Party, 11pm
House of Blues: Ron Hotstream, 12pm;
Jon Roniger, 3:30pm; Right Lane Bandits,
6pm; Keith Stone Band, 7pm; Sam Riggs,
8pm; Bustout Burlesque, 8pm; Live in the
Lounge: The Round Pegs, 9:30pm
Howlin Wolf: On The Porch: LSU SIGMA
Open Mic Night, 7pm
Joy Theater: StandUp-NOLA: New
Orleans’ Premier Comedy Series, 8pm
Maison: New Orleans Swinging Gypsies,
4pm; Shotgun Jazz Band, 7pm; New
Creation Brass Band +Ashton Hines & The
Big Easy Brawlers, 10pm
The New Movement: All Together, 7:30pm;
The Franchise, 9pm; Morphed, 10:30pm
One Eyed Jacks: Jordan Anderson Band
with Jeff McCarty plus Brain Cream, 10pm
Orpheum: Darcy Malone and the Tangle, 9:30pm
Poor Boys: Hi Top Hustle: Monthly Dance
Fundraiser, 10pm
Portside: Caribbean Connection: DJ Green
Thumb + DJ Megatron
Santos: The Velvet Swing + O’Pines +
Billion Dollar Baby Dolls (Burlesque), 8pm
Siberia: The Tumbling Wheels + TBA,
10pm ($7)
Three Keys (Ace Hotel): Erica Falls
“HomeGrown” Album Release Show, 10pm
Tipitina’s: Soul Sister’s 11th Annual
Birthday Jam featuring DJ Jazzy Jeff + DJ
Soul Sister, 10pm
Zeitgeist: The Oath, 7pm; Jesus, 9pm (start
of run for both)
Saturday 9/9
Bar Redux: Cumbia Calling Dance Party, 9pm
Blue Nile: Washboard Chaz Blues Trio,
7pm; New Breed Brass Band, 11pm; Marigny
Street Brass Band, 10pm (Balcony); DJ
Black Pearl, 1am (Balcony)
Checkpoint Charlie’s: David Weilboecher,
4pm; Justin Howl, 7pm; J Monque’D Blues
Band, 11pm
Chickie Wah Wah: Papa Mali... Wake of the
Dead, 9pm
Circle Bar: Richard Bates, 7pm; Boppin’
Bandsaws + Angry Lovers, 10pm ($5)
d.b.a.: Meschiya Lake & the Little Big Horns,
7pm; Quintron & Miss Pussycat, 11pm
Dragon’s Den: Samba Soul Saturdays ft.
Brazilian Fashion Show, 7pm; Talk Nerdy To
Me- Burlesque Revue, 7pm; PRIMETIME:
DJ Legatron Prime, 10pm; Sexy Back w/ DJ
Dizzi, 10pm
Gasa Gasa: Paul Sanchez, Bob and the
Thunder, 10pm
Hi-Ho: Brown Improv, 8pm; Pink Room
Project, 11pm
House of Blues: The Co & Co Travelin’
Show, 12pm; Gypsy Elise & The Royal
Blues, 3:30pm; Tim Laughlin Trio, 6pm;
Boyd & Evans, 7pm; ZOSO: The Ultimate
Led Zeppelin Experience, 8pm; Loumuzik
Live - In The Parish At HOB, 9pm; Fayard
Lindsey, 10pm; BAMBOLEO: Latin Club
Night, 11:59pm
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Howlin Wolf: In The Den: Charley
Crockett, 9pm; Pancakes and Booze Art
Show, 9pm
Maison: Chance Bushman & The
Ibervillianaires, 1pm; Luneta Jazz Band,
4pm; Smoking Time Jazz Club, 7pm; Vegas
Cola + Groove Faction, 10pm
The New Movement: TNM presents:
Night School, 9pm; The Megaphone
Show, 10:30pm
One Eyed Jacks: ROAR! with Kerchief, 10pm
Orpheum: Hot Summer Nights in the Ice
Pit feat DJ RQ Away & Friends, 10:30pm
Poor Boys: Y2K Milleniumz Throwback, 10pm
Portside: Denym & The Tribe, 9pm
Republic: TWRK + CRWNS + Deathtouch +
Derek Taylor, 10pm
Santos: The Atomic Bitchwax + TBA, 9pm
Siberia: Witchtrap, Oath of Cruelty, Six
Pack, 10pm ($10)
Three Keys (Ace Hotel): Honey Island
Swamp Band, 10pm
Tipitina’s: Flow Tribe w/ Stoop Kids, 10pm
Sunday 9/10
Banks St. Bar: Winslow, 1pm; Banks St.
Barreet’s Got Talent hosted by Ron & Tina, 5pm
Bar Redux: Renard Boissiere, 9pm
Blue Nile: Mykia Jovan ,7pm; Street
Legends Brass Band, 11pm
Checkpoint Charlie’s: Open Mic featuring
Jim Smith, 8pm
Chickie Wah Wah: Meschiya Lake & The
Little Big Horns Quartet , 8pm
Circle Bar: Micah McKee & friends, 7pm;
Country Night w/ DJ Pasta (NO COVER), 10pm
d.b.a.: The Palmetto Bug Stompers, 6pm; G.
Burns Jug Band, 10pm
Dragon’s Den: Open Jazz Jam w/ Anuraag
Pendyal, 7pm; Church*, 10pm
Hi-Ho: NOLA Comedy Hour Open Mic,
8pm; Gaslight Girls Presents A’oleon
Broomfield, 10pm
House of Blues: Gospel Brunch, 10am;
Jason Bishop, 6pm
Howlin Wolf: Hot 8 Brass Band
Maison: Swingin’ Jazz Brunch with Chance
Bushman & The NOLA Jitterbugs, 10am;
Sidewalk Swing, 1pm; Leah Rucker, 4pm; G
& The New Orleans Swinging Gypsies, 7pm;
Higher Heights, 10pm
The New Movement: BETA, 8pm
One Eyed Jacks: Cypress Knee (in the
front lounge), 9pm
Santos: Dead Boys + Birch Boys + TBA, 9pm
Siberia: Allison McConnel, Kathryn Rose
Wood, Alex Bosworth, 8pm ($7)
Tipitina’s: Spyro Gyra, 9pm
Monday 9/11
Banks St. Bar: Piano Showcase, 7pm;
Montague, 9pm
Blue Nile: Jeff Chaz (blues), 7pm; Marigny
Street Brass Band, 9pm
Chickie Wah Wah: Justin Molaison,
5:30pm; Alex McMurray, 8pm
Circle Bar: Phil the Tremolo King, 7pm;
A Motown Monday w/ DJ Shane Love (NO
COVER), 9:30pm
Civic: Modest Mouse, Mass Gothic, 8pm
d.b.a.: Soul Brass Band, 11pm
Dragon’s Den: Monday Night Swing, 7pm;
Hangover Mondays with DJ Ill-Medina, 11pm
Hi-Ho: Bluegrass Pickin’ Party, 8pm;
Instant Opus Improvised Series, 10pm
House of Blues: Sean Riley, 6pm
Howlin Wolf: In The Den: Justin Howl, 8pm
Maison: Chicken & Waffles, 4pm; The
Royal Roses, 7pm; Sierra Green & The Soul
Machine, 10pm
The New Movement: Knockout!, 9:30pm
One Eyed Jacks: Blind Texas Marlin (in
the front lounge), 10pm
Poor Boys: YOU. + Nail Club + Exquisite
Corpse + Agonal Breathe, 9pm
Siberia: Pub Trivia, 7pm; On the Water,
Tasche de la Rocha, Cauche Mar, 10pm ($5)
Three Keys (Ace Hotel): Too Trill Trivia
with Eric & Terri, 6pm; LOBBY: Family
Affair with GROWN MAN, 9pm
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Tuesday 9/12
Blue Nile: Waterseed (funk), 9pm
Checkpoint Charlie’s: Jamie Lynn Vessels, 7pm
Chickie Wah Wah: Chip Wilson, 5:30pm;
Jon Cleary, 8pm; Jamey St. Pierre & The
Honeycreepers, 10:30pm
Circle Bar: Carl LeBlanc, 7pm
d.b.a.: DinosAurchestra, 7pm; Treme Brass
Band, 10pm
Hi-Ho: New Orleans Guitar Night, 9pm
House of Blues: Michael Liuzza, 6pm;
Songwriters Sessions, 7pm
Howlin Wolf: Comedy Beast (free show)
Maison: Novos Sapatos, 4pm; Gregory Agid
Quartet, 6:30pm; CoolNasty, 9:30pm
Poor Boys: Violence Creeps + Spell Breaker
+ Alternative Facts + ISIS, 9pm
Siberia: Hill Country Hounds, Shawn
Williams, 10pm ($7)
Three Keys (Ace Hotel): LOBBY: Selectors
at Ace, 8pm
Wednesday 9/13
Banks St. Bar: Free BLTs & Major Bacon, 10pm
Bar Redux: Son of Celluloid Presents:
Carrie/Christine, 9pm (free)
Blue Nile: The Gong Show: A Variety Show
Fundraiser for the New Orleans Musicians
Clinic, 7pm; New Breed Brass Band, 11pm
Checkpoint Charlie’s: T Bone Stone & the
Happy Monsters, 7pm; Dreaming Dingo, 11pm
Chickie Wah Wah: Lilli Lewis, 5:30pm;
Russell Welch Gypsy Jazz Jam, 8pm
Circle Bar: The Iguanas, 7pm; Moses Nesh +
Guts Club + George Christian Pettis, 10pm ($5)
d.b.a.: Tin Men, 7pm; Walter Wolfman
Washington & the Roadmasters, 10pm
Dragon’s Den: Groove Therapy, 10pm;
Dancehall Classics with DJ T-Roy’s Bayou
International Sound System, 11pm
Hi-Ho: WCP presents Japanese Breakfast,
Mannequin Pussy & The Spirit of the Beehive,
3pm; Progression Music Series, 9pm
House of Blues: Cary Hudson, 6pm;
Comedy Gold! with Leon Blanda, 7pm; Jet
Lounge, 11pm
Maison: Eight Dice Cloth, 4pm; The New
Orleans Jazz Vipers, 6:30pm; Juan Tigre,
9:30pm
The New Movement: Dean’s List, 8pm;
Chris & Tami, 9:30pm
One Eyed Jacks: Melvins with Spotlights, 9pm
Portside: Vacation w/ DJ Pasta, 10pm
Republic: Goldlink, 10pm
Saturn Bar: Machinist! | Stacks | Crossed, 10pm
Siberia: Hot for Teacher (Happy Hour for
educators), 5pm; S.I.N, 9pm
Three Keys (Ace Hotel): XL Middleton &
Moniquea with Disko Obscura (DJ Set), 9pm
UNO St. Claude Art Gallery:
“Environmental Scanning” Nicole Weniger
and Katharina Cibulka, 6pm
Thursday 9/14
Antenna Gallery: RM 220 Presents:
ECOTONE Poems by Benjamin Morris and
Paintings by Myrtle von Damitz III, 7pm
Bar Redux: Documentary GUARDIANS OF
THE FLAME: A View From Within + Q & A,
with Filmmakers & live performance ($5
Donation)
Blue Nile: Micah McKee and Little
Maker, 7pm; Reggae Night with DJ T-ROY
presented by Bayou International, 11pm;
Higher Heights Reggae Band, 11pm
(Balcony)
Checkpoint Charlie’s: Shawn Williams, 11pm
Chickie Wah Wah: Happy Hour w/ Phil
DeGruy, 6pm; John “Papa” Gros Band, 8pm
Circle Bar: Natalie Mae & Gina Leslie, 7pm
d.b.a.: Sarah Quintana & the Miss River
Band, 7pm; DiNola, 10pm
Dragon’s Den: Crescent Fresh Stand-Up, 7pm
Gasa Gasa: Drab Majesty, Pyramid Club,
Disko Obscura (DJ Set), 9pm
Hi-Ho: Montu, 9pm
House of Blues: DJ Raj Smoove’s
Throwback Thursday, 10pm
Howlin Wolf: Comedy Gumbeaux (free show)

Maison: The Good For Nothin’ Band, 4pm;
Dysfunktional Bone, 10pm
The New Movement: The Superlative
Slacker, 9:30pm
Orpheum: Boléro | with Gershwin’s Piano
Concerto in F, 7:30pm
Portside: Tangiers Combo, 10pm
Santos: Packwood Shuttleswerth, 9pm
Siberia: Eastern Bloc Party - The New
Orleans Klezmer Allstars (no cover), 10pm
Three Keys (Ace Hotel): Little Cosmicana
with Sunseeker, 9pm
Friday 9/15
Bar Redux: LA LUNAS LOCAS: An Evening
of Readings and Poetry, 9pm
Blue Nile: Caesar Brothers Funk Box, 7pm;
Kermit Ruffins, 11pm; Resident Aliens (funk
- fusion), 10pm (Balcony); DJ Black Pearl,
1am (Balcony)
Checkpoint Charlie’s: Voodoo Wagon,
4pm; Lips & the Trips, 7pm; East Bridge
Junction, 11pm
Chickie Wah Wah: Michael Pearce, 6pm;
Joe Ely w/ Special Guest George McConnell
& Tomi Lunsford, 8pm
Circle Bar: Rik Slave’s Country Persuasion, 7pm
d.b.a.: Smoking Time Jazz Club, 6pm; Dave
Jordan & NIA + tba, 10pm
Dragon’s Den: The Fat Trio, 7pm; Comedy
F*ck Yeah, 8pm; Buena Vista Social Latin
Dance Party, 10pm; The Tipping Point with
DJ RQ Away, 11pm
Gasa Gasa: Dead Leaf Echo, U.S. Nero, Jack
and the Jackrabbits, Norco Lapalco, 10pm
Hi-Ho: Flashback to the Future ‘80s & ‘90s
Dance Party, 11pm
House of Blues: Dick Deluxe, 12pm;
Marsellus Fariss, 3:30pm; Right Lane
Bandits, 6pm; Keith Stone Band, 7pm;
THE 9th ANNUAL NEW ORLEANS
BURLESQUE FESTIVAL’S BAD GIRLS
OF BURLESQUE, 7pm & 10:30pm; Live
in the Lounge: Jamey St. Pierre and the
Honeycreepers, 9:30pm
Howlin Wolf: Den / Porch: Jai Ho!
Bollywood Dance Party, 9pm
Joy Theater: Hanson - 25th Anniversary
Tour, 8pm
Maison: New Orleans Swinging Gypsies,
4pm; Shotgun Jazz Band, 7pm; Soul Project +
Ashton Hines & The Big Easy Brawlers, 10pm
The New Movement: CrapFunding:
Comedy + Crowdfunding, 7:30pm; The
Franchise, 9pm
One Eyed Jacks: DJ Soul Sister presents
Soulful Takeover, 10pm
Orpheum: HAL HOLBROOK in MARK
TWAIN TONIGHT!, 7:30pm
Portside: Caribbean Connection: DJ Green
Thumb + DJ Megatron
Siberia: Manny “Chevrolet” Bruno Mayoral
Candidacy Fundraiser feat. Bipolaroid,
Angry Lovers & DJ Lefty Parker, 9pm
Three Keys (Ace Hotel): Selwyn
Birchwood, 9pm
Tipitina’s: Kudzu Kings + The
Pontchartrain Wrecks, 10pm
Zeitgeist: Bronx Gothic, 7pm; England Is
Mine, 8:45pm (start of run for both)
Saturday 9/16
Bar Redux: Hail To The Queens:
Documentary Film Screenings & One
Woman Show, 8pm
Blue Nile: Washboard Chaz Blues Trio,
7pm; Stooges Brass Band, 11pm; Marigny
Street Brass Band, 10pm (Balcony); DJ
Black Pearl, 1am (Balcony)
Checkpoint Charlie’s: Buddha’s Band,
4pm; Kenny Triche Band, 7pm; The Kurt
Loders, 11pm
Chickie Wah Wah: The Beatles Live at City
Park, 9pm
Civic: The 9th Annual New Orleans
Burlesque Festival’s Queen of Burlesque, 8pm
d.b.a.: New Orleans Jazz Vipers, 7pm; Little
Freddie King, 11pm
Dragon’s Den: Samba Soul Saturdays ft.
The Brazilian Fashion Show, 7pm; Talk

Nerdy To Me- Burlesque Revue, 7pm; Sexy
Back with DJ Dizzi, 10pm
Gasa Gasa: Dent May, Video Age, Sexy Dex
and the Fresh, 10pm
Hi-Ho: Big Easy Live!, 8pm; Pink Room
Project, 11pm
House of Blues: The Co & Co Travelin’
Show, 12pm; Marcos & Crescent Citizen,
3:30pm; Tim Laughlin Trio, 6pm;
Right Lane Bandits, 7pm; THE 9th
ANNUAL NEW ORLEANS BURLESQUE
FESTIVAL’S IT’S BURLESQUE!, 7pm &
10:30pm; Fayard Lindsey, 10pm; Silent
Disco with DJ Slab & Raj Smoove, 11:59pm
Howlin Wolf: Doug Stanhope, 7pm; In
The Den: “Stoked” NOLA’s Best Comedians
(free), 9:30pm; New Orleans Reggae
Presents: Welcome to JAMROCK, 10:30pm
Maison: Chance Bushman & The
Ibervillianaires, 1pm; Cajun/Zydeco Fais Do Do
with T’Canaille + Amy Nicole & Zydeco Soul,
4pm; Smoking Time Jazz Club, 7pm; Brass-AHolics + Gene’s Music Machine, 10pm
The New Movement: Crush Sketch
Comedy, Episode 9, 7:30pm; Blackheart,
9pm; The Megaphone Show, 10:30pm
One Eyed Jacks: RARELUTH Album
Release Show, 10pm
Orpheum: Boléro | with Gershwin’s Piano
Concerto in F, 7:30pm
Poor Boys: Attrition Presents:
Espermachine + Esoterik, 9pm
Portside: Gristnam- Something’s Burning, 9pm
Republic: Slander + Dombresnky, 10pm
Saenger: An Evening with the Tedeschi
Trucks Band, 8:30pm
Siberia: DJ Ms. Smalls & Lingerie (no
cover), 10pm
Three Keys (Ace Hotel): HOUxNOLA
with CoolNasty ft. Jack Freeman, Xeno
Moonflower & DJ Big Reeks, 9pm
Tipitina’s: Low End Theory Players + Koan
w/ My Theme Music, 10pm

Sunday 9/17
Banks St. Bar: Winslow, 1pm; Banks St.
Barreet’s Got Talent hosted by Ron & Tina, 5pm
Bar Redux: Alex McCurray + John Fohl +
Alex Bosworth, 9pm
Blue Nile: Mykia Jovan, 7pm; Street
Legends Brass Band, 11pm
Checkpoint Charlie’s: Open Mic featuring
Jim Smith, 8pm
Civic: An Evening With The Chris
Robinson Brotherhood, 8pm
Circle Bar: Micah McKee & friends, 7pm;
Country Night w/ DJ Pasta (NO COVER), 10pm
d.b.a.: The Palmetto Bug Stompers, 6pm;
Lagniappe Brass Band, 10pm
Dragon’s Den: Open Jazz Jam w/ Anuraag
Pendyal, 7pm; Church*,10pm
Gasa Gasa: Frankie Rose, Suburban Living,
Lawn, 9pm
Hi-Ho: NOLA Comedy Hour Open Mic,
8pm; Stripped into Submission, 10pm
House of Blues: Gospel Brunch, 10am;
Jason Bishop, 6pm
Howlin Wolf: Hot 8 Brass Band
Maison: Swingin’ Jazz Brunch with Chance
Bushman & The NOLA Jitterbugs, 10am;
Dinosaurchestra, 1pm; The Function, 4pm;
Leah Rucker, 7pm; Higher Heights, 10pm
The New Movement: BETA, 8pm
One Eyed Jacks: Quicksand with No Joy, 9pm
Siberia: Swervedriver performing Raise
and Mezcal Head, 10pm ($25)
Monday 9/18
Banks St. Bar: Piano Showcase, 7pm;
Montague, 9pm
Blue Nile: Jeff Chaz (blues), 7pm; Marigny
Street Brass Band, 9pm
Checkpoint Charlie’s: HG Breland, 7pm
Chickie Wah Wah: Justin Molaison,
5:30pm; Alex McMurray & Greg Schatz

PAZ FEST: JONI
MITCHELL TRIB.

SUN SEPT 3 - CIVIC THEATRE

DOWNTOWN BOYS
THUR SEPT 7 - GASA GASA

DRAB MAJESTY

THUR SEPT 14 - GASA GASA

NOLA QUEEN OF
BURLESQUE FEST
SAT SEPT 16 - CIVIC THEATRE

CHRIS ROBINSON
BROTHERHOOD

SUN SEPT 17 - CIVIC THEATRE

FRANKIE ROSE

SUN SEPT 17 - GASA GASA

ZOLA JESUS

WED SEPT 27 - GASA GASA

BIG UPS

SAT SEPT 30 - GASA GASA

THE STONE FOXES
SUN OCT 1 - GASA GASA

THEE COMMONS
TUE OCT 3 - GASA GASA

WIDOWSPEAK

WED OCT 4 - GASA GASA

THE COURTNEYS
THUR OCT 5 - GASA GASA

VAGABON

SAT OCT 7 - GASA GASA

NICK HAKIM

TUE OCT 10 - GASA GASA

(SANDY) ALEX G
WED OCT 11 - GASA GASA

WAND

THUR OCT 12 - GASA GASA

FULL LIST AND TICKETS AT

BOWERYSOUTH.COM
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“Song Swap”, 8pm
Circle Bar: Phil the Tremolo King, 7pm;
A Motown Monday w/ DJ Shane Love (NO
COVER), 9:30pm
d.b.a.: John Boutte’, 7pm; Soul Brass Band, 10pm
Dragon’s Den: Monday Night Swing, 7pm;
Hangover Mondays with DJ Ill-Medina, 10pm
Gasa Gasa: Sleeping Lessons, Dusty Tupelo,
Gools, 8pm
Hi-Ho: Bluegrass Pickin’ Party, 8pm;
Instant Opus Improvised Series, 10pm
House of Blues: Sean Riley, 6pm;
GRIEVES: Running Wild Tour, 7pm
Joy Theater: TWO DOOR CINEMA CLUB,
with special guest Circa Waves, 8pm
Maison: Chicken & Waffles, 4pm; The Royal
Roses, 7pm; RnR Music Group, 10pm
The New Movement: Knockout!, 9:30pm
One Eyed Jacks: Blind Texas Marlin (in
the front lounge), 10pm
Orpheum: The Accidentals, 7pm
Siberia: Pub Trivia, 7pm; Comic Strip, 9:30pm
Three Keys (Ace Hotel): The Monday Get
Right, 4pm
Tuesday 9/19
Bar Redux: A BingOh! Toga Party!, 8pm
Checkpoint Charlie’s: Jamie Lynn Vessels,
7pm; Voodoo Wagon, 11pm
Chickie Wah Wah: Chip Wilson, 5:30pm;
Jamey St. Pierre & The Honeycreepers, 8pm
Circle Bar: Carl LeBlanc, 7pm; Beyond
Peace + Policy + Woof, 10pm ($5)
d.b.a.: DinosAurchestra, 7pm; Treme Brass
Band, 10pm
Hi-Ho: Plastic Picnic + Killer Dale, 9pm
House of Blues: Michael Liuzza, 6pm;
Soundboy Killaz Tour ft P.O.D. + Alien Ant
Farm + Powerflo + more, 7pm
Howlin Wolf: Comedy Beast (free show)
Joy Theater: 2 CHAINZ - Pretty Girls Like
Trap Music Tour 2017, Young Dolph, 9pm
Maison: Jonathan Bauer Quintet, 4pm;
Gregory Agid Quartet, 6:30pm
Siberia: St. Chris, Samm Bones, Sunrise/
Sunset, 10pm ($5)
Three Keys (Ace Hotel): LOBBY: Selectors
at Ace, 8pm
Wednesday 9/20
Banks St. Bar: Free BLTs & Major Bacon, 10pm
Checkpoint Charlie’s: T Bone Stone
& the Happy Monsters, 7pm; Kenny
Claiborne, 11pm
Chickie Wah Wah: Lilli Lewis, 5:30pm;
Russell Welch Gypsy Jazz Jam, 8pm
Circle Bar: The Iguanas, 7pm; The Wonder
Drops (NO COVER), 10pm
d.b.a.: Tin Men, 7pm; Walter Wolfman
Washington & the Roadmasters, 10pm
Dragon’s Den: Groove Therapy, 10pm;
Dancehall Classics with DJ T-Roy’s Bayou
International Sound System, 11pm
Hi-Ho: Progression Music Series, 9pm
House of Blues: Comedy Gold! with Leon
Blanda, 7pm; Jet Lounge, 11pm
Maison: Royal Street Winding Boys, 4pm;
The New Orleans Jazz Vipers, 6:30pm; The
Steve Lands Kota Band, 9:30pm
The New Movement: Dean’s List, 8pm;
Chris & Tami, 9:30pm
Portside: Vacation w/ DJ Pasta, 10pm
Siberia: Hot for Teacher (Happy Hour for
educators), 5pm; S.I.N, 9pm
Three Keys (Ace Hotel): SONO Presents
The Shape of Jazz to Come with HZ Duo ft.
Cliff Hines & Maxwell Zemanovic, 9pm
Tipitina’s: Jonathon Boogie Long, 9pm
Thursday 9/21
Checkpoint Charlie’s: Ruby & the Rogues,
7pm; Just Groove, 11pm
Chickie Wah Wah: Happy Hour w/ Phil
DeGruy, 6pm; John “Papa” Gros Band, 8pm
Circle Bar: Natalie Mae & Gina Leslie,
7pm; Hound + Otonana Trio + Thibault,
9:30pm ($5)
d.b.a.: Sarah Quintana & the Miss River
Band, 7pm; Andrew Duhon, 10pm
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Dragon’s Den: Crescent Fresh Stand-Up,
7:30pm; SoundCLASH, 10pm
House of Blues: The Yat Pack, 6pm; Jake
Landry, 6pm; DJ Raj Smoove’s Throwback
Thursday, 10pm
Howlin Wolf: Comedy Gumbeaux (free show)
Maison: The Good For Nothin’ Band, 4pm;
G and the New Orleans Swinging Gypsies,
7pm; Dysfunktional Bone, 10pm
Portside: Tangiers Combo, 10pm
Santos: Annabelle Chairlegs + Bipolaroid +
Jack and Friends, 9pm
Siberia: Eastern Bloc Party - Balkan Brass
Band (no cover), 10pm
Three Keys (Ace Hotel): Dreamstates: A
Film By Anisia Uzeyman with Music by Saul
Williams, 7pm; CLASHBACK Mixtape with
Saul Williams, Yung vul & More, 10pm
Zeitgeist: The Last Dalai Lama, 5:30pm
(start of run)
Friday 9/22
Blue Nile: Kermit Ruffins, 11pm
Checkpoint Charlie’s: Voodoo Wagon,
4pm; Jesse Cotton Stone, 11pm
Chickie Wah Wah: Michael Pearce, 6pm;
Danny Brooks & Lil Miss Debi, 7:30pm;
Lynn Drury’s “Fare Well To Showbiz
Tour”, 9pm
Circle Bar: Rik Slave’s Country Persuasion,
7pm; The Echo Oh’s [New Zealand] + Black
Abba, 10pm ($5)
d.b.a.: Smoking Time Jazz Club, 6pm; Dwayne
Dopsie & the Zydeco Hellraisers, 10pm
Dragon’s Den: Max Bronstein Music, 7pm;
Comedy F*ck Yeah, 8pm; Buena Vista Social
Latin Dance Party, 10pm; The Tipping Point
with DJ RQ Away, 10pm
Gasa Gasa: Dave Jordan and the NIA,
Roadside Glorious, Paw Paw’s Medicine
Cabinet, 9pm
Hi-Ho: !!! + Algiers, 9pm
House of Blues: Dick Deluxe, 12pm;
Mighty Brother, 3:30pm; Right Lane
Bandits, 6pm; Keith Stone Band, 7pm;
PERTURBATOR, 8pm; SUPERJOINT plus
KING PARROT, 8pm; Live in the Lounge:
Buku Broux, 9:30pm
Howlin Wolf: Rebirth Brass Band +
Waterseed, 9pm
Maison: New Orleans Swinging Gypsies,
4pm; Shotgun Jazz Band, 7pm; Groove
Faction + Ashton Hines & The Big Easy
Brawlers, 10pm
The New Movement: The Franchise, 9pm
One Eyed Jacks: Fortunate Sons: A
Creedence Clearwater Revival Tribute, 10pm
Orpheum: Old American Songs and
Spirituals, 7:30pm
Portside: WHIV Benefit Show,
Republic: Zoogma + Cofresi + Ryan Viser, 10pm
Siberia: Malevitus, Alex McMurray Band,
10pm ($10)
Tipitina’s: The Magnificent Seven feat.
Dave Malone, Tommy Malone, Mark
Mullins, John “Papa” Gros, Rob Mercurio,
Raymond Weber, Mike Skinkus, 10pm
Zeitgeist: Columbus,9pm (start of run)
Saturday 9/23
Blue Nile: Toubab Krewe, 11pm
Checkpoint Charlie’s: Phil the Tremolo
King, 4pm; The Hubcap Kings, 7pm; The
Bad Mimosas, 11pm
Chickie Wah Wah: John “Papa” Gros
Band, 9pm
Circle Bar: Alex Cameron + Jack Ladder
+ Max & The Martians + Mythological
Hybrids (COVER TBD), 10pm
d.b.a.: New Orleans Jazz Vipers, 7pm; King
James & the Special Men, 11pm
Dragon’s Den: Samba Soul Saturdays
ft. Brazilian Fashion Show, 7pm; Talk
Nerdy To Me- Burlesque Revue, 7pm;
KOMPRESSION, 10pm
Gasa Gasa: Wearhaus, 10pm
Hi-Ho: The Rip-Off Show, 8pm; Pink Room
Project, 11pm
House of Blues: The Co & Co Travelin’
Show, 12pm; Marcos & Crescent Citizen,

3:30pm; Tim Laughlin Trio, 6pm; Dada
Forever: 25th Anniversary Tour, 8pm;
Fayard Lindsey, 10pm
Howlin Wolf: Sexy Fest 2017 featuring
Sexual Thunder! plus Khris Royal & Dark
Matter, Miss Mojo, Loose Willis, Noah
Young Band, Aaron Cohen, 9pm
Maison: Chance Bushman & The
Ibervillianaires, 1pm; Luneta Jazz Band,
4pm; Smoking Time Jazz Club, 7pm;
Dsyfunktional Bone + Gumbo Funk, 10pm
The New Movement: Something Like...
Saturday Morning Cartoons, 7:30pm; The
Megaphone Show, 10:30pm
One Eyed Jacks: Fleur de Tease (Season
Premiere), 8pm & 10:30pm
Orpheum: DJ Soul Sister presents
HUSTLE! at the Ice Pit, 11pm
Saenger: Meek Mill, 10pm
Santos: The Blood Royale + DarkStarCoven
+ Six Pack, 8pm
Siberia: Alex McMurray, 6pm; Naughty
Palace presents: “She Comes in Peace”
fashion show, 10pm ($10)
Three Keys (Ace Hotel): La Noche
Caliente with Muevelo ft. Margie Perez &
Brent Rose, 9pm
Tipitina’s: Alvin Youngblood Hart w/ Blue
Water Highway , 10pm
Zeitgeist: Art Opening Reception: The
Mini Worlds And Many Words Of Sean
Issofresh, 7pm
Sunday 9/24
Bar Redux: West King String Band, 9pm
Banks St. Bar: Winslow, 1pm; Banks St.
Barreet’s Got Talent hosted by Ron &
Tina, 5pm
Checkpoint Charlie’s: Open Mic featuring
Jim Smith, 8pm
Circle Bar: Micah McKee & friends, 7pm;
Country Night w/ DJ Pasta (NO COVER), 10pm
d.b.a.: The Palmetto Bug Stompers, 6pm;
The Fessters, 10pm
Dragon’s Den: Open Jazz Jam w/ Anuraag
Pendyal, 7pm; Church*, 10pm
Hi-Ho: NOLA Comedy Hour Open Mic, 8pm
House of Blues: Gospel Brunch, 10am;
Jason Bishop, 6pm; Requiem, 10pm
Howlin Wolf: Hot 8 Brass Band
Maison: Swingin’ Jazz Brunch with
Chance Bushman & The NOLA Jitterbugs,
10am; Eight Dice Cloth, 1pm; Royal Street
Winding Boys, 4pm; Brad Walker, 7pm;
Higher Heights, 10pm
The New Movement: BETA, 8pm
One Eyed Jacks: John Paul Carmody (in
the front lounge), 9pm
Orpheum: TajMo: The Taj Mahal & Keb’
Mo’ Band with Black Pacific, 8pm
Santos: TTotals (Nashville Psychrock) +
TBA, 9pm
Siberia: United Bakery Records presents: Julie
Odell + The Tumbling Wheels, 10pm ($7)
Three Keys (Ace Hotel): Moonshine Taste
with Nicole Lynn Foxx & The Moonshine
Players, 7pm
Monday 9/25
Banks St. Bar: Piano Showcase, 7pm;
Montague, 9pm
Chickie Wah Wah: Justin Molaison,
5:30pm; Alex McMurray w/ Jeff Treffinger
& Brendan Gallagher, 8pm
Circle Bar: Phil the Tremolo King, 7pm;
A Motown Monday w/ DJ Shane Love (NO
COVER), 9:30pm
d.b.a.: John Boutte’, 7pm; Soul Brass Band, 10pm
Dragon’s Den: Monday Night Swing, 7pm;
Hangover Mondays with DJ Ill-Medina, 11pm
Gasa Gasa: Madeline Kenney, Julie Odell,
New Holland, 9pm
Hi-Ho: Bluegrass Pickin’ Party, 8pm;
Instant Opus Improvised Series, 10pm
House of Blues: Sean Riley, 6pm; Ones
to Watch Presents - THE LANY TOUR:
PART 2, 7pm
Maison: Chicken & Waffles, 4pm; The Royal
Roses, 7pm; New Creation Brass Band, 10pm
The New Movement: Knockout!, 9:30pm

Siberia: Pub Trivia, 7pm; Comic Strip, 9:30pm
Tuesday 9/26
Bar Redux: The Spontaneous Show with
Young Funny
Checkpoint Charlie’s: Jamie Lynn Vessels, 7pm
Chickie Wah Wah: Chip Wilson, 5:30pm;
Andrew Duhon, 8pm; Jamey St. Pierre &
The Honeycreepers, 10pm
Circle Bar: Carl LeBlanc, 7pm
d.b.a.: DinosAurchestra, 7pm; Treme Brass
Band, 10pm
Gasa Gasa: The Midnight Stroll, 8pm
House of Blues: VENOM INC
“Bloodstained Earth” Tour w/Goatwhore,
Toxic Holocaust, more, 6pm; Michael
Liuzza, 6pm; Songwriters Sessions, 7pm
Howlin Wolf: Comedy Beast (free show)
Maison: Geovanne Santos Brazilian Quartet,
4pm; Gregory Agid Quartet, 6:30pm
Siberia: DJ Pasta: Hangover Tavern (no
cover), 9pm
Three Keys (Ace Hotel): LOBBY: Selectors
at Ace, 8pm
Tipitina’s: Yelawolf + Mikey Mike + Big
Henri + Cookup Boss, 9pm
Wednesday 9/27
Banks St. Bar: Free BLTs & Major Bacon, 10pm
Checkpoint Charlie’s: T Bone Stone & the
Happy Monsters, 7pm; Sandra Love & the
Reason, 11pm
Chickie Wah Wah: Lilli Lewis, 5:30pm;
The Johnny Sansone’s “60th Birthday
Bash,” 8pm; The Mike Doussan Band , 10pm
Circle Bar: The Iguanas, 7pm
d.b.a.: Tin Men, 7pm; Walter Wolfman
Washington & the Roadmasters, 10pm
Dragon’s Den: Groove Therapy, 10pm;
Dancehall Classics with DJ Troy’s Bayou
International Sound System, 11pm
Gasa Gasa: Zola Jesus, John Wiese, 9pm
Hi-Ho: Progression Music Series, 9pm
House of Blues: Cary Hudson, 6pm;
Comedy Gold! with Leon Blanda, 7pm; Jet
Lounge, 11pm
Maison: Keith Burnstein’ Kettle Black,
4pm; The New Orleans Jazz Vipers, 6:30pm
The New Movement: Dean’s List, 8pm;
Chris & Tami, 9:30pm
Orpheum: Mac DeMarco, 8pm
Portside: Vacation w/ DJ Pasta, 10pm
Republic: Zomboy + Trampa + Xilent, 10pm
Siberia: Hot for Teacher (Happy Hour for
educators), 5pm; S.I.N, 9pm
Three Keys (Ace Hotel): Marina Orchestra
plus DJ Black, 9pm
Tipitina’s: Skatalites, 8:30pm

Returns, 7:30pm
Portside: Tangiers Combo, 10pm
Republic: Rezz + No Mana, 10pm
Siberia: Eastern Bloc Party - Blato Zlato
(no cover), 10pm
Three Keys (Ace Hotel): Soundbytes with
PJ Morton & Friends, 9pm
Friday 9/29
Blue Nile: Kermit Ruffins, 11pm
Checkpoint Charlie’s: Voodoo Wagon,
4pm; The Louisiana Hellbenders, 11pm
Chickie Wah Wah: Michael Pearce, 6pm;
The Fortifiers w/ The Plowboys, 9pm
Circle Bar: Rik Slave’s Country Persuasion,
7pm; Abe Partridge, 10pm ($5)
d.b.a.: Tuba Skinny, 6pm; George Porter Jr.
& his Runnin’ Pardners, 10pm
Dragon’s Den: The Fat Trio, 7pm; Comedy
F*ck Yeah, 8pm; Buena Vista Social Latin
Dance Party, 10pm; The Tipping Point with
DJ RQ Away, 10pm
Hi-Ho: Flashback to the Future ‘80s & ‘90s
Dance Party, 11pm
House of Blues: Ron Hotstream, 12pm;
Captain Buckles Band, 3:30pm; Right Lane
Bandits, 6pm; Keith Stone Band, 7pm;
Buddy Guy plus Marty Sammon, 7pm; The
Bronx Plus Plague Vendor Plus ‘68, 7:30pm
Howlin Wolf: In The Den: Vibe Doctors, 9pm
Maison: New Orleans Swinging Gypsies,
4pm; Shotgun Jazz Band, 7pm; Brasszilla +
The Grid, 10pm
The New Movement: The Franchise, 9pm;
Stoned vs. Drunk vs. Sober, 10:30pm
One Eyed Jacks: Gal Holiday & the Honky
Tonk Revue with South Jones plus Greazy
Alice, 10pm
Orpheum: Kenny Wayne Shepherd Band, 8pm
Portside: Caribbean Connection: DJ Green
Thumb + DJ Megatron
Republic: RAC + Gigamesh, 10pm
Siberia: Debauche + TBA, 10pm ($10)
Zeitgeist: Heartstone, 7pm; Beside Bowie: The
Mick Ronson Story, 9:30pm (start of run for both)

Saturday 9/30
Checkpoint Charlie’s: Angie Chef, 4pm;
Woodenhead, 7pm; Captain Buckles, 11pm
Chickie Wah Wah: Malcolm Holcombe, 9pm
Circle Bar: Chill Russell, 7pm; Mod
Dance Party w/ DJ Matty & Kristen (NO
COVER), 10pm
d.b.a.: Honey Island Swamp Band, 11pm
Dragon’s Den: Samba Soul Saturday’s ft
Brazilian Fashion Show, 7pm; Talk Nerdy To
me- Burlesque Revue, 7pm; Sexy Back with
DJ Dizzi, 10pm
Gasa Gasa: Big Ups, Hound, 10pm
Hi-Ho: Pink Room Project, 11pm
House of Blues: Marcos & Crescent
Citizen, 3:30pm; Tim Laughlin Trio, 6pm;
Bad Girls of Burlesque - in the Parish, 8pm;
Robert Randolph & The Family Band plus
Jessica Hernandez & The Deltas, 8pm;
Fayard Lindsey, 10pm
Howlin Wolf: In The Den: Jenna Hunts,
9pm; Itchy-O with The Unnaturals & MC
Trachiotomy, 9pm
Maison: Chance Bushman & The
Ibervillianaires, 1pm; Royal Street Winding
Boys, 4pm; Smoking Time Jazz Club, 7pm;
Ashton Hines & The Big Easy Brawlers +
Soul Company, 10pm
The New Movement: The Megaphone
Show, 10:30pm
Republic: Mystical, 10pm
Siberia: Shut Up and Dance! (Dance-aokie), 10pm ($5)
Three Keys (Ace Hotel): PGHxNOLA with
Bouffant Bouffant, Aaron Clark, 10pm
Zeitgeist: Kairos Dirt & The Errant
Vacuum, 9:30pm

Thursday 9/28
Checkpoint Charlie’s: The March Divide,
7pm; Kenny Claiborne, 11pm
Chickie Wah Wah: Happy Hour w/ Phil
DeGruy, 6pm; John “Papa” Gros Band, 8pm
Circle Bar: Natalie Mae & Gina Leslie, 7pm
d.b.a.: Jon Cleary, 7pm
Dragon’s Den: Crescent Fresh Stand-Up,
7pm; SoundCLASH Presents: Throwback
Thursday, 10pm
Gasa Gasa: Aaron Cohen Band, Organized
Crime, 9pm
House of Blues: Jake Landry, 6pm; TDE
PRESENTS: The CTRL Tour - SZA plus
Ravyn Lenae, 7pm; DJ Raj Smoove’s
Throwback Thursday, 10pm
Howlin Wolf: Comedy Gumbeaux (free show)
Joy Theater: Daniel Johnston & Friends:
Hi, How Are You Tour, with Preservation
All-Stars, (includes a full movie screening
of The Devil and Daniel Johnston prior to
performance), 9pm
Maison: Dinosaurchestra, 4pm; The Good
For Nothin’ Band, 4pm; Dysfunktional
Bone, 10pm
The New Movement: TNM Presents:
Catalyst, 8pm; Unreliable, 9:30pm
One Eyed Jacks: King Gizzard & the Lizard
Wizard, 9pm
Orpheum: Outside the Bachs: Wilkins
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OPERATION

MOON SHADOW
August 21, 2017

by SUSAN FOX illustrations MAX WARD

I admit it, I am an eclipse fanatic:
taking my children out of school
one year and interrupting an
important meeting another
year, just to see the moon and
sun line up and put on a show.
Alas, I witnessed only partial
eclipses—which are remarkable
astronomically—but this is the year
of The Great American Eclipse of
2017, so in January I set in motion
Operation Moon Shadow.
The Place. My husband and eclipse
partner Barry and I began plotting
a location last winter, choosing
Nashville first because: (1) Nashville
is just about dead center in the
path of totality, the place where
the moon and sun coincide exactly
and amazing sights are to be had;
and (2) I adore the Coen brother’s
homage to country music in O
Brother, Where Art Thou? However,
we began thinking about city traffic
and crowds and parking, so Barry
followed the map eastward and
reserved a hotel in nearby Oak
Ridge. At the edge of the Smokies
with a museum dedicated to science
and energy, Oak Ridge was perfect.

The Music. Before shopping for
supplies, I knew the most important
part of my preparation would be
the playlist. From classics like “Fly
Me to the Moon” by Frank Sinatra,
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through the folkie years with “The
Moon Is a Harsh Mistress” by Judy
Collins, to Jay-Z’s “Moonlight,” I
started collecting.

The Supplies. I ordered solar
eclipse glasses and made a list
of other essentials like soccer
chairs, boxes and paper for pinhole
cameras, and a hat for protection
while the sun sailed across the sky
alone. I call New Orleans home, so
at the top of my list was, naturally,
food. Dreaming about the eclipse,
I packed a small round of cheese,
Ritz (round) crackers, melon balls,
and—of course—Sun Chips and
Moon Pies. (Barry added Milky Way
candy bars, but I thought that was
stretching it.)
The Drive. Fearing snarls of cars
along the way, we left our home
on the Mississippi Gulf Coast
before dawn and headed north
across Alabama to the eastern side
of Tennessee. All went smoothly
with no traffic jams and no one
wearing their solar eclipse shades
while driving. Barry and I checked
into our hotel, grabbed a sandwich
downstairs, and went to work on
our pinhole cameras. Yes, I had
eclipse glasses, but I also wanted to
go “old school” and use the boxes
like I did with my sons during a
partial eclipse in the ‘80s.

That Morning. I woke up early on
Monday and could not believe I was
less than eight hours away from an
eclipse which would start on the
West Coast and travel the length
of America to the islands off South
Carolina. Everything at breakfast
reminded me of the coming event:
my waffle, the circle of butter,
oranges in a bowl, and the yellow
moons in the Lucky Charms cereal.
Barry accused me of having Eclipse
on the Brain as he staked out a
place under a tree, with a sunny
spot right in front of us. There was
a large grassy area nearby, but the
crowd gathering was clever like
us and huddled in the shade. How
ironic: we were all avoiding the sun
while waiting for it to put on a show
with the moon. Walking around, I
discovered people from Texas, New
Jersey, and Michigan, gathered
in Tennessee to share The Great
American Eclipse together.
Eclipse Time. After checking on
the sun throughout the morning,
the eclipse began, right around 1:30
p.m. While looking through my
special glasses, I noticed the sun’s
disk was missing a small chunk,
almost like a nibble had been taken
out of it. Barry and I watched over
the next two hours as more of the
sun was shadowed and it began to
resemble a crescent moon. Then,
at 2:33, for about 30 seconds, the
moon eclipsed the sun, and the sight
was transcendent. First, the crowd
was silent as the last glimmer of the
sun disappeared behind the moon,
and then a collective cheer erupted,
along with gasps and whoops. It
became night, with streetlights and
car lights coming on as shadows
disappeared. But for Barry and me,
the eeriest part of the eclipse was
the rising sound of cicadas, singing
in the darkness. Wisely, we did not

use our phones for eclipse shots
and selfies; we wanted to be in the
moment and “feel” the gleaming
corona of the sun surround the
moon’s circle.
Eclipse Afterlife. While all of us
stared skyward, thrilled at the sun’s
fiery corona, the moon’s shadow
began to slip away and once again
daylight crept back into our lives.
The cicadas, their pulsing chorus
rising, stopped immediately while
the crowd folded their soccer chairs
and moved towards the parking lot.
Barry and I continued to watch the
moon move on until 3:30 when the
sun was alone again. As the eclipse
ended, I felt a connection—with the
crowds watching with us and across
America—but also with ancestors
in ages past, some who watched
this spectacle without knowledge
of the science and physics behind it.
What did they think? If they were
like Barry and me, I can venture one
thought: after a total eclipse ends
and the world returns to normal,
the sky is never the same, nor can
we take the sun and moon for
granted. I am back in Mississippi,
but this eclipse fan has a confession:
when the afternoon sky is clear, I tip
back my deck chair, put on my solar
glasses, and watch the sun as Elvis
croons “Blue Moon of Kentucky.”
Because the atlas is out and ready
for Operation Moon Shadow 2024.

